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ABSTRACT 

 Indium is a valuable commodity of great importance to the adoption of low carbon 

energy technologies including solar and nuclear. Many geopolitical entities; however, view the 

stability of indium’s supply chain with concern. While the United States currently imports 100% 

of its indium from other countries, waste LCD screens represent a non-trivial potential source of 

indium if it can be profitably recovered. Broad scoping studies were performed with 

corresponding high level economic evaluations to identify best candidates for further study, and 

a wet abrasion approach of removing coatings known as attrition scrubbing was selected as a 

promising approach for further study due to the ability to upgrade indium by a factor of >10 at 

>90% recovery in less than 10 minutes at low cost. A business case evaluation of optimal 

processing plant size was used to estimate the amount of waste LCD screen that might be 

sourced at a central facility thereby determining production capacity of between 10,000 and 

15,000 tonnes per year. Pilot scale studies and discrete element method (DEM) computational 

models were applied to better understand the feasibility of attrition scrubbing for indium 

recovery of LCD screens at scale. A model based on particle properties and morphology, 

scrubber geometry and agitation rate, and single particle fracture behavior was developed 

capable of successfully predicting power consumption, indium concentrate quantity and quality, 

and the attrition scrubber geometry which is known to produce the most intense scrubbing 

action. Applied to five common production scale attrition scrubbers, the model suggests that one 

would be capable of recovering 99% of contained indium in a concentrate with an upgrade ratio 

of 14 with a retention time of four minutes. Further insights into the fundamental operating 

mechanisms and opportunities for improved attrition scrubber design are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

The global resource industry is largely tasked with providing commodities that serve as 

building blocks to the rest of civilization. With the exception of improving the performance of a 

few specialty materials, the research done in the field is largely concerned with the identifying 

methods of delivering the same commodities to society at a reduced cost.  

The last decade has brought an increasing global consciousness of the resource industry 

with events including geopolitical export quotas, tailings dam failures, and publicity surrounding 

minerals extraction fueling child labor and militias in developing countries. The result has been 

increasing pressure on the resource industry to deliver more than just lost-cost commodities. The 

London Metal Exchange recently announced it will require documentation of responsible 

sourcing of metals traded on its exchange beginning in 2020. A World Bank fund was 

established in 2019 to support development of climate smart mining approaches. Governments 

around the world have sponsored research in an effort to mitigate the risks associated with 

sourcing critical materials. Changes to such an established, commoditized industry prompt 

research into producing the same low-cost commodities for the world with additional features 

(low-volatility, domestic sourcing, recycled content, etc). These changes for the industry as a 

whole demand changes in the way research is conducted.  

The research detailed in this thesis was funded by the U.S. Critical Materials Institute 

with the intention of mitigating supply risks associated with a list of critical materials. For a 

resource development research and development project in this space, a successful project must 

both contribute meaningfully to the mitigation of supply chain risk for a critical material of 

interest and deliver material to the market at a competitive price (for which business profitability 

is a helpful metric). While it can be easy to focus on developing a solution to only one of these 

criteria, this work aims to take a holistic approach to the challenge of critical materials supply 

risk mitigation via recycling. Chapter 2 represents an isolated project employing market models 

to estimate the potential effects of stabilizing the cobalt supply chains in the United States by 

improving domestic recycling and/or refurbishing end-of-life lithium ion batteries from industrial 

(electric vehicle and stationary storage) batteries. The following two chapters explore indium 

recovery from liquid crystal displays through market studies and mineralogically informed 

scoping studies with associated economic modeling. One promising bulk abrasion based 
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approach was selected for further study and characterized at the lab and small pilot scale for 

effectiveness at indium beneficiation.  

A discrete element method (DEM) model was developed to predict both operating cost as 

power draw and product quality as quantity and grade of indium concentrate produced with time 

through incorporation of physically motivated breakage models for four distinct fine particle 

generation phenomena. Following confirmation of predictive ability of the model, the model was 

used to predict beneficiation of indium from LCD screens in five common commercial attrition 

scrubbers. Further, fundamental trends associated with abrasion intensity in these various 

scrubbers particularly relevant to scrubber selection and scale up generally were identified. 
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CHAPTER 2 METRICS FOR MITIGATION OF MATERIALS CRITICALITY 

 

The work presented in this chapter comes from a manuscript describing a method for estimating 

the extent to which one may mitigate risks associated with critical material supply chains via 

recycling innovations. While the model in this case is applied to recycling cobalt from lithium 

ion batteries and not indium from LCDs, the approach is a general one. The author’s gratitude is 

extended to John Sutherland of Purdue University for offering guidance on the following work. 

 

THE IMPACT OF RECYCLING CRITICAL MATERIALS ON SUPPLY VULNERABILITY: 

A CASE STUDY OF COBALT AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The ability to decouple transportation from fossil fuel consumption and create 

increasingly consumer-friendly designs is permitting electric vehicles (EVs) to undergo rapid 

adoption. This is expected to continue into the coming decades. This expansion in EV adoption 

has been enabled largely by the maturation of lithium ion battery (LIB) technology. The 

expansive use of this relatively narrow range of battery chemistries has introduced fears 

concerning the ability of the supply chains for some of the required materials such as lithium, 

cobalt, and graphite to keep pace with demand.1  

2.1.1 Raw Material Supply Concerns 

A recent investigation by Olivetti et al. identifies cobalt as the battery material most 

likely to restrict supply by comparing its reserve to primary mine production ratio and the 

fraction of material produced in the countries of major production.2 Concerns over the ability of 

the cobalt supply chain to keep pace with the growing battery market; however, have been 

around for some time,3 and today cobalt is identified as a critical material on lists published by 

the U.S., E.U., and Australia.4–6 While there is concern over the global availability of cobalt, 

much of the concern over global cobalt supplies comes from its disproportionate geological 

concentration in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) for which there exist social 

concerns with child labor,7 political concerns with export taxes and restrictions,8,9 and 
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environmental concerns with radioactive species found in cobalt concentrates.10 With the DRC 

producing about 65% of the world’s cobalt in 2018,11 and the global battery market representing 

30% of cobalt consumption in 2017 and a projected 53% by 2025,12 it is easy to see why there 

are concerns over the cobalt supply risk.  

2.1.2 Approaches to Mitigate Supply Risk 

With the global rise in concern over critical raw materials, many have sought solutions to 

mitigate potential supply risks. Leaving mitigation approaches like international cooperation to 

the side and focusing on resource and manufacturing industry relevant solutions, mitigation 

strategies fall roughly into two categories: developing new sources of raw material (material 

supply increase) and delivering services with reduced material intensity (material demand 

decrease).  

Developing new sources can be subdivided into development of new mines and 

development of recycling practices producing battery grade cobalt. The mining industry has long 

had a strong exploration and development sector, and it is worth noting that investment in cobalt 

exploration grew dramatically in 2017 as shown in Figure 2.1. The timeline from exploration to 

production is quite long though, and much of the expected primary capacity increases for 2019 

are associated with DRC projects. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Geological exploration spending for cobalt, 2009-2017 13 
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For countries without rich geological mineral deposits, recycling is an attractive option 

for capturing needed materials and mitigating critical material supply concerns. Because material 

losses are associated with all recycling schemes, the ability of recycling processes to meet supply 

will always be limited by product lifetimes, demand increases, and the ratio of material that can 

be recovered at end of life to the material required to make a desired new product.14  

The alternative is to reduce material supply requirements. When possible, manufacturers 

often respond to short-term market instability by thrifting; such as can be seen in the dramatic 

reduction in rare earth magnet size in hard disk drives seen in drives produced a mere six months 

following the price spike resulting from Chinese rare earth export quotas.15 Perceived longer-

term market instabilities by stockpiling and partial substitution such as is the case with the 

transition from NMC 111 (nickel manganese and cobalt oxide mixed at a 1:1:1 ratio) to 622 and 

eventually 811.12 Long term research is frequently directed at technologies that avoid the use of 

critical materials entirely, such as rare earth free phosphors.16  

For the purposes of this discussion, repair and remanufacture are included with material 

utilization efficiency as these practices do not create raw materials that may flow to the market 

and be used as materials in another application. Depending on the material to be remanufactured 

and the application one is interested in de-risking, this may be an advantage or disadvantage. 

These approaches often have advantages over recycling in that they produce higher value added 

products,17 but this often comes with increasing operating costs and uncertain demand.14 

Thinking about products as “service-producing machines,” durability is a key feature of material 

utilization efficiency that is rarely discussed.18 

With the increase in corporation and especially government interest in mitigating risks 

associated with critical materials, it is important to develop metrics for assessing/ scoring the 

effectiveness of technological interventions in stabilizing global supply chains. 

2.1.3 Global State of LIB Recycling Practice 

The market for global LIB recycling has begun to mature with the growth of end-of-life 

(EoL) electronics batteries due to the vast number of these batteries already reaching the end of 

their useful life as can be seen in Figure 2.2.  

Due to Asia’s disproportionate contribution to battery manufacturing which concentrates 

both technical knowledge and a demand for raw materials and a demand for refurbished 
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electronics which draws many EoL batteries from western nations back to Asia, much of the 

world’s capacity for LIB recycling is found in China as can be seen in Figure 2.3.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Rechargeable batteries reaching end of life globally by application adapted from 19. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 LIB recycling A) capacity and B) patents over time by country 19. 

 

For a United States specific analysis of cobalt supply risk, recycled materials coming 

from various geopolitical entities may be assigned different levels of risk. Naturally, increasing 
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the very limited recycling capacity in the United States would provide the most risk mitigation, 

the EU modest risk mitigation, and the DRC the least risk mitigation. Interestingly, thinking 

about materials critical to national defense clearly warrants ensuring domestic control over 

material supply chains; however, the argument for domestic control over supply chains critical to 

greenhouse gas emission mitigation and their associated global impacts, is less clear. 

2.2 Material and Methods 

2.2.1 Model overview  

A cobalt market model was prepared in Excel covering the years 2011-2029 in order to 

estimate the impacts of various LIB EoL innovations on the EV and stationary storage (SS) 

markets. The model tracks cobalt and battery capacity flows through manufacturing and the use 

phase to estimate when these materials can be expected to reach end of life. These EoL batteries 

are either destined for either remanufactured to produce batteries for stationary storage 

applications (in which case the product lifetime is tracked to determine when these 

remanufactured units again reach end of life) or recycled to recover the contained cobalt. The 

structure of the model is outlined in Figure 2.4.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 Overview of cobalt transportation and stationary storage market model 
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2.2.2 EV Sales, Battery Capacity, and Cobalt Intensity 

Sales of plug in electric vehicles (PHEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) were 

compiled 20 along with the entry level battery capacity and cathode chemistry utilized from a 

wide range of publicly available marketing materials. Cobalt intensity for various cathode 

chemistries have been published 2 and used to estimate cobalt present in US deployed EVs.  

McKinsey projections were used to estimate US EV sales beyond 2018 and the cobalt 

intensity of EV batteries on a per kWh basis beyond 2018 were assumed equal to the projections 

for non-China batteries.12 As consumer preferences for PHEVs and BEVs going into the future is 

highly uncertain, it is assumed that the battery capacity per vehicle sold after 2018 will be the 

same as in 2018. 

2.2.3 EV and Battery Lifetime 

 As EVs are relatively new, little data exists on the longevity of the vehicles or their 

contained batteries. EV batteries were assumed to reach EoL either as a result of battery capacity 

degradation or vehicle EoL. Vehicle lifetime distributions going into the future are assumed to be 

equal to those previously published for the United States.21 While many features of a battery’s 

design are likely to affect EV battery lifetime, this study assumes battery lifetime distributions 

can be assigned based on the method of battery cooling. Air-cooled batteries are assigned a 

lifetime based on a model developed for battery capacity degradation by age and state.22 EV 

sales by state were compiled and used to estimate the timeline of battery return from air-cooled 

battery vehicles.23 Sufficient data has not been published in the academic literature to reasonably 

estimate the consumer preferences for the capacity drop at which a battery is returned for EoL 

management. Current literature estimates are between 70 and 80% of the original capacity.22,24,25 

In this study, batteries were assumed to be returned for EoL management when capacity drops to 

80% of original capacity.  

A battery lifetime distribution for liquid cooled batteries was estimated based on Tesla 

owners self-reported battery conditions with time.26 Entries by the same username were removed 

to leave only the most recent entry by each user, and battery capacity degradation was assumed 

to decay linearly with time at all battery ages greater than 18 months. To estimate lifetime 

distribution of the batteries, all unique entries were used to estimate a battery lifetime by 

calculating the age at which 80% of original capacity was reached by assuming linear capacity 

degradation with an additional 2.5% capacity drop during the first year. Additionally, Tesla 
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owners report a small number of battery replacements: 2.8, 1.5, and 0.6% in the first three years 

of ownership respectively. The sample sizes are relatively small (n=501, 326, and 178, 

respectively), but are nonetheless used to estimate early battery replacements in liquid-cooled 

battery EVs. The resulting battery return schedules by vehicle age for air-cooled and liquid-

cooled batteries are shown in Figure 2.5. The large spikes in air-cooled batteries returned on 5 

year intervals reflect the expected battery lifetime in California and associated high EV sales 

figures. 

 

A)  

B)  

Figure 2.5 EV batteries returned for EoL management as a fraction of A) air-cooled battery 
vehicles and B) liquid-cooled battery vehicles sold.  
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If no longer suitable for EV applications, EoL managers of EV batteries aim to produce 

either remanufactured batteries for stationary storage applications (often termed second life) or 

recycled commodities.19 In some cases, battery collectors have had to pay the recyclers to take 

batteries leading to incentives for collectors to landfill rather than recycle. To keep the focus on 

the engineering opportunity rather than on social and political issues, this analysis assumes that 

no EoL batteries are landfilled. EoL EV batteries were assumed to be available for 

remanufacture if they are in suitable condition and if the cost of remanufacture was less than the 

cost of new production for the year when the EV battery reached EoL. EoL SS batteries are 

assumed to go to recycling. 

2.2.4 Market for SS 

Demand for stationary storage capacity beyond 2018 was estimated according to 

previously published projections.27 Refurbished EoL EV batteries in excess of this demand were 

recycled. Demand for SS capacity not met by refurbished EV batteries was assumed to be met by 

the production of new batteries with the same cobalt intensity by capacity (e.g. kg Co/kWh) as is 

assumed for EVs. This is believed to be reasonable as the same battery chemistries are expected 

to dominate both the EV and SS markets.28 The estimated price of new SS battery capacity was 

assumed equal to the previous projections for NCM batteries by the International Renewable 

Energy Agency.29  

2.2.5 Stationary Storage Battery Lifetime 

Lifetimes for SS batteries have been shown to vary wildly based on thermal management 

strategies, but an average of 8 years has been used for the presently described model.30 In order 

to compare the effectiveness of these remanufacturing processes against recycling processes, the 

capacity of batteries remanufactured is multiplied by the estimated cobalt intensity for new 

batteries in the year of remanufacture and divided by the material utilization efficiency of cobalt 

from cathode precursor to battery during manufacturing.   

2.2.6 Recycling 

The amount of cobalt returned to the market by recycling is estimated by the amount of 

material made available to recyclers at end of life multiplied by the fraction of that cobalt 

recovered and formed into new cathode precursor. Much of the western world’s battery scrap is 

processed by Umicore in Europe. While not recycled in the United States, this model credits 

cobalt recycled in this way as contributing to the U.S. market.  
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2.2.7 Model Assumptions 

In order to estimate the impact of a particular end of life management intervention, the 

model compares the industrial battery cobalt market with a baseline condition. In this case, the 

baseline condition is intended to be the 2018 state of practice assuming no EoL innovation 

moving into the future. A summary of the assumptions used to formulate the base case are shown 

in Table 2.1. 

It is worth justifying these assumption as they provide the basis for de-risking the supply 

chain. The battery cobalt material utilization describes the amount of cobalt lost during the 

production of a battery from cathode precursors. In other words, this material utilization term 

combined with the cobalt recovery rate in recycling represents the possible cobalt losses that 

might be avoided by reuse of a battery cell rather than recycling and manufacturing a new cell. 

 

Table 2.1 Key assumptions made for the current state of the battery cobalt market for the United 
States 

Parameter Value 

Battery Co Material Utilization 100% 

Co recovery rate in recycling 60% 

EV Battery Capacity Drop to EoL 20% 

SS Batt from EV Remanufacturing Cost 300 USD/kWh 

Fraction EV EoL Batts too damaged to remanufacture 10% 

 

The material utilization in battery manufacture from cathode precursor materials has been 

estimated to be between 95 and 97%; however, much of this material is represented by cathode 

trimmings that can be processed much more easily than full cells and are not expected to result in 

any meaningful cobalt losses from the system.31 Cobalt recovery rates from batteries have been 

estimated by a competitor to be between 40 and 70%;31 this model has estimated a base case at 

the high end of this range.  

Remanufacturing costs for stationary storage battery units from EoL EV units are largely 

unknown. One U.S. based company is recognized as the world leader in this regard despite the 

industry being based largely on manual dismantling and remanufacture.19 Automation of these 

tasks is believed to be the key to cost competitiveness in the future;19 however, as the starting 
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point is unknown, 300 USD/kWh is assumed as the cost that will allow for profitable operation 

today. To compete with OEMs beyond 2021 this cost will need to be reduced.   

The fraction of batteries reaching end of life that are unsuitable for remanufacture as a 

result of corrosion, collision, puncture, etc. is unknown. When more and more batteries reach 

EoL with third party dismantlers rather than dealers while the vehicle is under warranty, as is 

almost exclusively the case today, it is also possible that some scrap yards may form connections 

with recyclers rather than refurbishers. While these market dynamics remain to be determined, 

10% are assumed to be submitted immediately to recyclers without the opportunity to be 

refurbished. Sensitivity analyses will be performed to characterize innovation impacts under 

different conditions. 

The rest of the data underlying the model may be found in the digital appendix. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Recycling Intervention Scenarios 

With the model structure and assumptions previously described, the total cobalt demand 

for the United States industrial battery market and the cobalt contribution from recycled and 

remanufactured batteries are shown in Figure 2.6.  

 

 

Figure 2.6 Baseline case equivalent cobalt returned to market via remanufacturing and recycling 
and total cobalt demanded by the EV and SS batteries from 2019-2029 
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The base case reveals the expected steady growth of secondary cobalt contribution to the 

battery market. In this scenario, remanufacturing instead of recycling represents the vast majority 

of the cobalt contribution to the market through 2021, after which all EoL material is diverted to 

recyclers due to remanufacturers inability to compete with OEMs. Between 2025 and 2029, 

secondary contributions represent 19% of the total Co demand leaving an additional 126,000 

tonnes required from primary sources. The year 2025 is selected as the beginning of this 

timeframe due to the extended timelines associated with taking R&D projects from lab scale to a 

commercial production facility. Recent reports have suggested that automakers and market 

intelligence groups are predicting that lithium ion will remain the dominant battery technology 

until at least the late 2020’s.32   

To estimate the impact of various remanufacturing and recycling innovations, the model 

has been run by both reducing the cost to remanufacture a battery for SS from EoL EV packs and 

increasing the rate of cobalt recovered from recycled batteries. The resulting fraction of the US 

industrial battery cobalt market contributed by secondary material and reliance upon primary 

cobalt on a mass basis are shown in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, respectively. With innovations that 

drive down the cost to remanufacture EoL EV batteries into SS batteries, one observes an 

increase in equivalent cobalt units returned to the market from 8% to 11% of the total cobalt 

demand between 2025 and 2029 due to the continued competitiveness of remanufacturing 

activities beyond 2029 as shown in Figure 2.7. 

 

Table 2.2 Fraction of industrial battery cobalt demand satisfied by secondary material between 
2025 and 2029 for the baseline scenario  

    Remanufacturing Cost (USD/kWh) 

  
300 250 200 150 100 

Recycling 

Recovery 

Rate 

60% 8% 8% 9% 11% 11% 

80% 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 

90% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 

95% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 

99% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 
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Table 2.3 Mass of primary cobalt (kt) required to meet industrial battery demand under various 
remanufacturing and recycling conditions between 2025 and 2029 for the baseline scenario 
    Remanufacturing Cost (USD/kWh) 

  
300 250 200 150 100 

Recycling 

Recovery 

Rate 

60% 145 145 143 140 140 

80% 141 141 140 139 139 

90% 139 139 138 139 139 

95% 138 138 138 138 138 

99% 137 137 137 138 138 

 

 

Conversely, if innovations are made in recycling technologies to increase cobalt recovery 

rates from battery to cathode precursor to 99% while no innovations are made in 

remanufacturing, one observes an increase from 8 to 13% of the market demand met by 

secondary materials. Interestingly, if both innovations are made, only 12% of the market demand 

is met by secondary materials. This is the result of the projected reduction in battery cobalt 

intensity on a capacity basis. Because less cobalt is expected to be required to produce a 10 kWh 

battery in 2025 than was required in 2015, a 10 kWh battery manufactured in 2015 reaching EoL 

in 2025 may be remanufactured to produce a battery of equal capacity. However, if sufficiently 

high recycling rates can be obtained, that same amount of cobalt may be used to produce a 

battery with capacity greater than 10 kWh. For the four scenarios described above, the 

contribution of remanufacturing and recycling activities are shown in Figure 2.7.  

More interestingly than the direction of these trends though, is their magnitude. Even if a 

99% cobalt recovery recycling scheme were developed, the U.S would only avoid having to 

source 8 of the 145 kt Co from other sources that it would be expected to have to source were no 

innovation to occur.  

These issues are well-documented challenges to the circular economy. It is impossible to 

develop a truly circular economy when demand for raw materials is growing. The limitations of a 

closed loop supply chain are greater still when product life cycles are long relative to the rate of 

growth.14  
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Figure 2.7 Contribution of recycling and remanufacturing activities to the U.S. cobalt market for 
the four extreme scenarios identified in Table 2.2.  
 

2.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses 

2.3.2.1 Increased Vehicle Lifetimes 

Electric vehicles are fundamentally different than vehicles based on internal combustion 

engines, and could conceivably have very different lifetime distributions. One recent study of 

EoL material availability from Japanese vehicles projects hybrid electric vehicles to have a 

median lifetime approximately 1.5 times that of internal combustion engine vehicles.33 Scenario 

2 assumes EV lifetimes will be longer than those of combustion engine vehicles (whose lifetime 

distribution was used to produce the baseline scenario) and uses the hybrid EV lifetime 

distribution described previously.33 The resulting impacts on the U.S. secondary battery cobalt 

market due to EoL management improvements are shown in Table 2.4. 

Unsurprisingly, as product lifetimes increase, the possibility of recycling batteries in both 

the state-of-the-art case and any improved EoL management conditions decreases, with only a 

3% increase in the fraction of the total cobalt demand met by secondary sources. Of course, 

while longer lifetimes mean a greater delay in the time when cobalt can be returned to the market 
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in a new product, increased lifetimes mean more years of EV ownership delivered per unit of 

mined cobalt and may lead either to a decrease in demand for such vehicles or an abundance of 

low-cost used vehicles.  

 

Table 2.4 Fraction of industrial battery cobalt demand satisfied by secondary material between 
2025 and 2029 for Scenario 2 

    Remanufacturing Cost (USD/kWh) 

  
300 250 200 150 100 

Recycling 

Recovery 

Rate 

60% 6% 6% 7% 7% 7% 

80% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 

90% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 

95% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 

99% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 

 

 

2.3.2.2 European Co Recycling Outside System Boundary 

As mentioned previously, an analysis of cobalt supply criticality may view material 

recycled in the E.U. associated with varying degrees of risk. Scenario 3 considers a situation 

where recycling of EV batteries performed in the E.U. are not credited as contributions to the 

U.S. cobalt supply chain that hedge against risks associated with the global cobalt supply chain. 

The results of EoL management improvements on Scenario 3 are shown in Table 2.5. 

  

Table 2.5 Fraction of industrial battery cobalt demand satisfied by secondary material between 
2025 and 2029 for Scenario 3 

    Remanufacturing Cost (USD/kWh) 

  
300 250 200 150 100 

Recycling 

Recovery 

Rate 

0% 0% 0% 4% 9% 9% 

60% 8% 8% 9% 11% 11% 

80% 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 

90% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 

95% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 

99% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 
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One will note that Table 2.5 is identical to Table 2.2 but with an additional row to allow 

comparison of the current state where approximately zero cobalt is refined from batteries to 

cathode precursor. If one places high value on a continuous U.S. based supply chain for 

secondary cobalt, the domestic secondary production is increased from zero to nine or 13% in the 

state of the art scenario for extreme remanufacturing or recycling improvements, respectively.   

2.3.2.3 High Rates of Battery Manufacturing Scrap 

While in the base case it was assumed that all manufacturing scrap was recycled at a high 

rate of recovery leading to negligible losses of cobalt from the system, Scenario 4 assumes 5% 

manufactured cells are scrapped due to non-conformance. These scrapped cells are assumed to 

be submitted to recyclers rather than for second life. The results are shown in Table 2.6. 

 

Table 2.6 Fraction of industrial battery cobalt demand satisfied by secondary material between 
2025 and 2029 for Scenario 4 

    Remanufacturing Cost (USD/kWh) 

  
300 250 200 150 100 

Recycling 

Recovery 

Rate 

60% 10% 10% 11% 13% 13% 

80% 14% 14% 14% 15% 15% 

90% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 

95% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

99% 18% 18% 18% 17% 17% 

 

Table 2.6 shows the increased impact of recycling improvements in manufacturing systems 

generating scrap volumes. In Scenario 4, the increase to 99% cobalt recovery in recycling 

represents an additional 8% of cobalt demand returned to the industrial battery market.  

2.3.2.4 EoL EV Batteries Available for Second Life 

Scenario 5 explores the uncertainty surrounding the condition of EoL battery packs and 

whether they will be available for SS applications by assuming the base case scenario with 50% 

of EV batteries at EoL unavailable for remanufacture instead of 10%. The resulting impacts of 

EoL management improvements are shown in Table 2.7. One can observe from Table 2.7 that 

even an increase in the fraction of EoL EV batteries sent immediately to recycling rather than 
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remanufacturing from 10% to 50% limits the impact of remanufacturing innovations while doing 

little to effect the impact of recycling innovations. 

 

Table 2.7 Fraction of industrial battery cobalt demand satisfied by secondary material between 
2025 and 2029 for Scenario 5 

    Remanufacturing Cost (USD/kWh) 

  
300 250 200 150 100 

Recycling 

Recovery 

Rate 

60% 8% 8% 9% 10% 10% 

80% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11% 

90% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 

95% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 

99% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 

 

 

2.3.3 Model Limitations 

 The current processing options for EoL EV batteries are remanufacturing for second life 

as SS batteries and recycling to recover cobalt. These are the two EoL management technologies 

for which improvements have been investigated. A number of other potentially interesting 

recycling innovations for batteries are currently under investigation.34 So long as processing 

routes produce the same products (either stationary storage batteries or a cobalt precursor that 

may be formed into the leading cathode chemistry of the time) they may be reasonably compared 

to the results of this study. For example, an automated disassembly process that enabled sorted 

cathode of the same chemistry to be processed together hydrometallurgically at higher profit and 

cobalt recovery would still fit within the recycling category described here. However, a cathode 

regeneration procedure that restored EV batteries to their original condition would not be 

captured by the refurbishing category as the product is an EV battery instead of an SS battery, 

nor by the recycling category as the product would retain the original cathode chemistry and 

cobalt intensity rather than being used to produce advanced chemistry cathode.  

 The model described here is not intended to provide insight into economic 

competitiveness. Rather, it is designed to be used in conjunction with techno-economic analyses 

to evaluate proposed EoL management innovations. It is, of course, not beneficial to develop a 

process capable of 99% Co recovery from EoL batteries if the process cannot operate profitably 
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in a competitive market. The only recycling process attractive to the supply chain interventionist 

is the one which can sustainably outbid other recyclers when collecting EoL batteries and return 

more of the material of interest to the market. 

 All models are limited by their system boundaries. This model assumes that only waste 

materials generated in the U.S. contribute to the stabilization of the U.S. cobalt market and that 

all waste materials generated in the U.S. only contribute to the U.S. market. In the modern global 

economy, such rigid geographical processing tendencies seem unlikely; however, geopolitical 

competition of materials desired for their potential to mitigate carbon emissions seems non-

productive. The U.S. system boundary instead reflects the desire to assess the degree to which 

the country may mitigate the supply chain risk associated with its share of demand.  

Additionally, consumer electronic LIBs are not included in the system boundaries. 

Because of the relatively early adoption, high cobalt concentrations, and short produce lifetimes, 

domestic solutions for recycling these batteries could provide a meaningful contribution. This 

opportunity is difficult to assess as a large but unknown number of these devices are exported 

with their batteries to other countries for continued use. These batteries are excluded from the 

present model. 

2.4 Conclusions 

The base case model developed for EoL EV and SS batteries projects that the most 

extensive improvements to the current state of the art will result in a 5% decrease in the amount 

of cobalt that would need to be sourced from other supply chains between 2025 and 2029. In this 

ideal case, EoL batteries provide 13% of the U.S. battery market demand for cobalt over the 

same period. This is representative of the difficulty associated with closed loop recycling when 

long product lifetimes prevent recycling volumes from keeping up with rapid demand growth. 

The described model does not, on its own, provide actionable results, but provides a quantitative 

framework within which to assess the benefit of recycling improvements in any cost-benefit 

analysis for an entity interested in making critical material supply chain interventions. 
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CHAPTER 3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Reproduced with permission from Energy Technology 2018. Copyright 2018 TMS. 

Thomas Boundy*, Patrick Taylor 

3.1 Introduction 

The cathode ray tube (CRT) displays are commonly recognized as an enormous burden 

on the recycling industry. The low value of the contained materials combined with the high costs 

of managing leaded glass waste for which there is no longer a market in CRT manufacture have 

required government intervention to keep recyclers operating and prevent abandonment or 

mismanagement of these materials. In a similar fashion, however, the technological replacement 

for the CRT, the liquid crystal display (LCD), poses challenges to recyclers. Like CRTs, safe 

dismantling of LCDs requires great attention. Unlike CRT glass in the U.S., LCD glass is not 

considered potentially hazardous and is not subject to the regulations for hazardous waste, 

whether or not it is recycled. Currently, LCD glass lacks end-use markets that would support its 

recycling and is not recycled as a specific commodity in the U.S. Extraction of indium from LCD 

glass is currently not part of the process of recycling LCDs in the U.S. 

While the human health and environmental concerns drive much interest in LCD 

recycling, interest in LCD recycling has been further stimulated by a desire for responsible 

indium supply chain management. Some of the unique properties of indium in transparent 

conductive oxides and light emitting diodes make it extremely valuable in clean energy 

photovoltaics and low energy lighting applications. Currently, the majority of indium 

consumption is used for manufacturing LCDs (the European Commission estimated 74% went 

towards flat panel displays as early as 2010 35). The approach to indium stewardship must begin, 

therefore, with the approach to waste LCD stewardship. 

While environmental and resource stewardship considerations make used LCDs an 

important material to recycle, the labor-intensive processing and low material values make 

recycling difficult. Despite these difficulties, the first few processors worldwide have begun to 
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recover indium from LCDs. This paper will review LCD construction and material values, 

dismantling approaches, indium recovery approaches, global policy and industrial environments 

with relevance to processing decisions, and the themes of processors currently recycling LCDs 

with a focus on indium recovery. 

3.2 LCD Materials and Construction 

Naturally, recycling practices for LCD-containing devices are dictated by the material 

composition and construction of such devices. Such devices have become ubiquitous in modern 

society in the form of mobile phones, computer monitors, and televisions. In each of these 

classes of devices, LCDs produce an image for a viewer by creating a uniform flux of white light 

across the display from which red, green, and blue light can be selectively filtered in small 

localized regions forming individual pixels. Therefore, a number of fundamental components 

enable operation: a white backlight, optical diffusers capable of presenting a uniform light flux to 

the screen, a grid of color filters, and a means of controlling the amount of light passed through 

each color filter.  

The backlight of choice for LCD manufacturers prior to 2009 were mercury-containing 

cold cathode fluorescent lightbulbs (CCFLs). In about 2009, the shift towards light emitting 

diodes (LEDs) began, and by 2013 LEDs largely displaced CCFLs as backlights.  

For both of these backlight options, various plastic diffuser and reflector sheets are used 

to present a uniform flux to the display for localized filtering.  

The localized light filtering apparatus is characterized by a layered structure as shown in 

Figure 3.1. Outer plastic layers are often composed of tri-acetyl cellulose and poly(vinyl alcohol) 

as light polarizers 36. Alkali-free sheet glass composes the next outermost layer 37. Organic color 

filter and electrode layers of which indium tin oxide (ITO) is the innermost coat the inner layer 

of the glass sheets 38. Liquid crystal blends fill the gap between these glass plates. The liquid 

crystal blends themselves are used to control the light flux through each color filter by 

manipulating the voltage applied to the individual ITO domains. As such, a computer and 

attendant printed circuit boards (PCBs) must be electrically connected to the device.  

A typical configuration for all of these components is shown in Figure 3.2. Components 

are mated together through screws, plastic and metal clips, and adhesives.  
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Figure 3.1 Structure of an LCD screen A) A simplified diagram of the structure of a typical LCD 
screen. 1 = liquid crystals, 2 = orientation layer, 3 = color filter, 4 = ITO layer, 5 = glass sheet, 
and 6 = polarizer. Not drawn to scale. B) Micrograph of shredded LCD screen showing the 
individual pixels composed of three adjacent, independently controlled regions. Scale bar = 200 
microns. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Exploded view of generic LCD monitor 

 

3.3 Material Values 

Salhofer et al. in collaboration with Saubermacher (a recycling company in Austria) 

performed a thorough characterization of LCD material composition and values based upon 

previously stockpiled LCDs in 2009.39 The material compositions and expected revenues 

generated from them are presented in Table 3.1. Ryan et al. characterized average material 

fractions present in 17 large monitors (between 20 and 40 inch displays).40 These data are 

compared with those of Salhofer et al. in Figure 3.3.39 
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Table 3.1 Material composition of LCDs and suggested associated values 39 

Material 

Composition 

monitors 

Composition 

TV-sets Revenues 

Revenue 

Monitors 

Revenue 

TV-sets 

 (kg/tonne) (kg/tonne) (euro/kg) (euro/tonne) (euro/tonne) 

Ferrous metal 409 535 0.04 16 21 

Aluminum 52 6 0.55 29 3 

PCBs 81 61 2 163 122 

Cables 11 9 0.7 8 7 

Backlight 3 11 -0.7 -2 -8 

LC display 81 77 -0.6 -49 -46 

ABS 120 179 0.13 16 23 

PC-ABS 43  0.13 6  

PMMA 124 17 0.15 19 2 

PS 5 43 0.05 0 2 

Other Plastics 20 36 -0.16 -3 -6 

FR Plastics 50 26 -0.16 -8 -4 

Total 1000 1000   194 117 

 

Rotter et al. presented a review of indium content in the LCD screens of mobile phones 

and computer monitors and presented some of their own data as well.41 The reviewed literature 

reported widely varying indium concentrations in LCD screens (58.5 – 1102 mg indium/kg 

screen). Rotter et al. report based on indium content determination in 23 computer monitors and 

11 mobile phone displays contents of 175 ± 60 and 320 ± 160 mg/kg, respectively.41 The 

reported standard deviations give an indication as to the widely variable manufacturing practices 

and indium content present in various displays. These data compare favorably with more recently 

published values of indium content in both computer monitors and mobile phones as reviewed by 

Boundy et al.42 
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Figure 3.3 A comparative bar graph for the selected material fractions found in LCDs by 
Salhofer et al. 39 and Ryan et al. 40 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Indium content determined by [10] in various types of LCD-containing devices with 
error bars representing standard deviations  

 

Ueberschaar et al. have performed the most thorough characterization of indium content 

in LCD screens for various device types.43 Their results are shown in Figure 3.4. As previously 

discussed, the indium content is often used to recommend LCD recycling from a criticality 

perspective. When approached from an economic perspective; however, the challenge emerges. 

Assuming 200 mg indium per kg of screen and the recent market price of $200/kg, the indium 

content in one tonne of waste screens is $40 or about $0.01 per 14-inch screen. Even during the 
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indium price spike of 2014 when indium reached about $700/kg, the economics make processing 

decisions difficult.  

3.4 LCD Disassembly 

The major challenge with LCD disassembly is handling the mercury-containing CCFL 

backlight. Zhao et al. noted that recyclers are unable to shred these devices as a whole due to the 

emission of mercury into the atmosphere and products.44 Because of this, the majority of 

recycled LCDs are manually dismantled. Ardente et al. thoroughly reviewed LCD dismantling 

practices and challenges and present some of their own findings as well. Disassembly times for 

LCD devices are commonly found to be in the range of five to 15 minutes with disassembly time 

increasing with screen size.45 It has been noted that partial rather than complete disassembly is 

often employed. In the case of one Italian study, manual dismantling is utilized to remove 

CCFLs, LCD screen, PCBs, and PMMA sheets.45 In these incomplete disassembly situations, the 

remainder of the attached materials are sent to shredding and subsequent particulate separations.  

The relatively high labor costs and required dismantling times have driven some 

innovation in automated disassembly process capable of safety managing associated mercury 

risks; however, many features of the LCD-containing devices such as thin, heterogeneous 

materials and device variability make design of such automated processes difficult.46 One 

commercial solution has been developed as an industrial shredding device capable of capturing 

mercury through gas and fines collection and sequestration. The other common approach to 

mercury management through automated processes has been mechanical cutting of the screen 

and recovery of the intact CCFLs. The remains of the device can then be safely submitted to a 

conventional electronics shredder. At the time of this writing, such automated LCD dismantling 

equipment is now being sold by a number of vendors across Europe. 

As a greater fraction of LCD-containing devices with LED backlights reach end-of-life 

management operations, automated device characterization equipment will become increasingly 

economical to separate devices that require CCFL removal from those that do not. 

3.5 Indium Recovery from Screens 

In traditional extractive metallurgical processes, separations are designed to progressively 

increase the concentration of a value material while rejecting waste or gangue materials. These 

processes can be separated into physical/mechanical or chemical processes. Physical/mechanical 

processes tend to be relatively low-cost and non-polluting, with the exception of the carbon used 
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to power them. Chemical processes, by contrast, are often more expensive, but enable 

concentration and often reduction of value materials to states that cannot be achieved by 

mechanical/physical means.   

Chemical methods are more commonly employed in published investigations of indium 

recovery from LCD screens. These investigations have been reviewed in detail by Boundy et 

al.,42 Ueberschaar et al.,43 and Zhang et al.47 The results are as expected. Nitric acid, sulfuric 

acid, and hydrochloric acid are all effective, low-cost leachants, and leaching kinetics can be 

improved with increased temperature. These techniques, however, are found to be economically 

unfeasible for this low-grade indium feedstock in a commercial environment due to the relatively 

high losses due to low solution concentration and high costs of acids required to leach low-grade 

feedstocks. One metallurgical engineering approach to address the challenges of leaching low-

grade ores is counter-current leaching. This technique enables greater solid to liquid ratios to be 

achieved in the leaching process than could be achieved if the leaching is confined to a single 

mixed slurry. A modified cross-current leach has been demonstrated for indium recovery from 

LCD screens by Rocchetti et al.48  

High-temperature pyrometallurgical processes have also been investigated taking 

advantage of the unique volatility of a number of indium species. He et al. have demonstrated 

recovery of indium through carbothermal reduction and vaporization of the In2O species under 

vacuum 49. Takahashi et al. reported using HCl to convert the In2O3 in ITO to InCl3 and 

recoveries of greater than 80% at 400°C.50 The economics of these approaches have not been 

reported in any published research.   

Investigations into mechanical/physical processes for indium beneficiation from LCD 

screens have been sparingly published. Without specifics, Rotter et al. suggested among many 

possible approaches that due to the surface confinement of indium on the LCD glass, an abrasive 

approach might be a viable method of producing an indium concentrate.41 Dodbiba et al. 

demonstrated an electrical disintegration approach to increase the availability of indium to the 

leachant, but with no apparent subsequent separation.51 Boundy et al. report an autogenous 

attrition scrubbing process in which inter-particle abrasive action causes the removal of the 

indium containing semi-conductor film as fine particulate which is separated from the coarse 

shredded glass by screening to produce an indium concentrate of approximately 2000 mg/kg.42 In 

the same month Zhang et al. published a description of a mechanical stripping process whereby 
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whole LCD screens, once separated from their respective devices, are opened to expose the 

indium and ground with a roller brush to remove the indium as fine particulate.52 The produced 

fine particulate containing about 8% indium is contaminated with a large fraction (53%) of liquid 

crystals which must be vaporized under inert atmosphere in order to be separated from indium 

particulate enabling the indium to be further refined without harming downstream operations.52 

3.6 Geopolitical Processing Environments 

Processing possibilities and decisions for waste LCDs are dictated by the geopolitical 

environments within which recyclers operate. Many variables including government policy, 

population density, recycling rates, labor costs, access to capital, proximity to purchasers of 

products, equipment availability, and technical understanding contribute to processing decisions 

by recyclers. Historically, LCD glass along with the roughly 200 mg/kg of indium have been 

landfilled or used as flux in lead or zinc smelters52 which may recover indium from the off-gas. 

Primary indium circuits are estimated to recover only about 35% of indium in the feed material.53 

3.6.1 Europe 

The European Union has passed the most aggressive measures with regard to waste 

electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) with the most recent legislation (WEEE Directive 

2012/19/EU) requiring recovery of mercury containing components such as backlighting bulbs 

and the screens of LCD units and that 70% of the material shall be prepared for re-use or 

recycling.54 There exists some contention about the environmental risk associated with liquid 

crystals. MERCK, a major liquid crystal blend manufacturer, has published studies failing to 

demonstrate any ecotoxicity or human health risk associated with common liquid crystal 

blends.55 It should be noted that these blends often contain halogenated organic compounds; 

therefore the same cannot be said of the combustion products.52 Nonetheless, the EU has 

mandated that LCD screens themselves be collected and disposed of separately.56 In addition to 

mandating segregation of certain hazardous materials and a weight fraction of the overall devices 

to be recycled, the EU has removed the burden of recycling costs from the consumer in an effort 

to improve WEEE collection. This legislation has led to relatively high recycling rates across 

Europe, which, when combined with a relatively large population density, gives recyclers access 

to relatively large economies of scale.  

It is worth noting that the EU adopted some of the first WEEE recycling mandates, and 

with the recognition of the high costs of labor and manual disassembly, research and 
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development into automated dismantling processes began early. These technologies were 

developed in light of EU mandate that LCD screens as well as backlights be collected separately. 

As recyclers with economies of scale grew and gained access to increasing capital, the developed 

automated dismantling technology began to be deployed across Europe. This produces 

conditions very favorable to one interested in recovering indium from these devices as large 

volumes are processed within a fairly limited geographical area and the screens are recovered in 

a fairly pure form without contamination of other plastics or low value materials that might 

otherwise be left in the waste fraction. While a government sponsored entity has begun operating 

a pilot plant, no commercial ventures recycling the LCD screens have begun.  

3.6.2 United States 

The United States have not passed meaningful federal legislation but have instead 

allowed individual states to legislate their own agendas. Notably, California has implemented 

extended producer responsibility legislation requiring manufacturers to contribute to the costs of 

recycling enabling consumers to drop off monitors at no cost. A fee ($10-25 per device) is 

associated with disposal of LCD TVs and monitors in all other states. Landfill bans on flat panel 

displays currently exist in 17 states.57 It is common for many of the states with electronic waste 

legislation to require that recyclers be certified by either E-Stewards or R2. Therefore, processors 

are generally required to refurbish when possible, perform testing to assure quality of refurbished 

or re-used components, and recycle material values instead of landfill disposal or recovering 

energy value through incineration.  

While the landfill bans and non-consumer paid recycling fees increase recycling rates for 

LCDs in the US, many obstacles to processing remain. One major barrier lies in the low 

population density of the US and much of its non-coastal area in particular. These low population 

densities lead to low throughput and revenue in processing facilities which makes capital 

investment and automation for these recyclers unreasonable. As the low value of LCD containing 

devices makes shipping these devices to larger urban centers for recycling uneconomical, the 

value of the screen by-product after local dismantling is even more prohibitive. Urban centers in 

the coastal areas have the population density to support larger plant revenues and capital 

investment; however, because the LCD screen is not classified as a hazardous material, after the 

CCFLs have been manually removed, the remaining monitor is often subjected to shredding. 

This leads to the accumulation of LCD screens either intact or as shredder residue mixed with 
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other materials whose value did not justify separation from the waste stream. Dispersed in 

multiple forms and purity levels, the relatively small quantities of LCD screen scrap generated in 

the U.S. have also not found a commercial recycling route. 

3.6.3 China 

In 2011, China implemented a tax on electronics manufacturers to fund subsidies for 

disposal of WEEE (CLI.2.114171 Article 7). Recyclers must apply for the funds based on the 

volume of waste electronics processed.58 While the funding mechanisms are not as mature as in 

the EU, China has much lower labor costs than the EU. Li et al. found that recycling of monitors 

(CRTs and LCDs together) in China, cost between $7.6 and $13.5 per unit with an average of 7% 

of the cost attributable to labor.58 Zeng et al. recently reviewed the experience of China in 

implementing environmental and waste management strategies with respect to WEEE and 

suggest that the government programs have increased the recycling rate as high as 35% in 

2014.59  

China also has a distinct technological and population density advantage over both the 

EU and the US. With the LCD manufacturing industry operating predominantly out of Asia, 

companies in and around China have been recycling LCD screens rejected by their 

manufacturing lines (reject rates in manufacturing lines can be as high as 5 to 15% 60) for years.61 

It has been demonstrated that after subjection to color filter stripping solution the glass surface 

can be regenerated and coated once again with ITO without a significant decrease in 

performance.62 If truly commercially achievable, regeneration of LCD glass at a value on the 

order of $1/ft2 has the potential revenue to justify these transistor stripping operations so long as 

an interested manufacturer can be found. Indium concentrates, too, have an easy processing route 

as China is the world’s leading producer of indium, contributing 44% of the world’s production 

in 2016.63  

It is with this government commitment to recycling, high population density, technical 

capability, and local manufacturing industry that Ningda Noble Metal Co. Ltd. permitted the first 

large scale indium recovery facility from end-of-life LCD units in 2016 in Yangzhou, China. 

While the long-term success of this facility remains to be seen, it appears China has taken the 

first step towards stewardship of indium from end-of-life LCDs. 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Investigations into policy and processing routes for recovery of rare and valuable 

materials have become common themes of research in recent years. If the recovery of indium 

from LCDs is of any use as a case study, however, a few additional themes emerge. Recycling 

involves the practice of converting a used or obsolete product or material into a useable material 

with value for another. Especially with materials which are difficult or costly to transport, 

processes will be most successful when preparing products that are appealing to manufacturers 

of reasonably close proximity. Additionally, especially within a world of increasingly complex 

proprietary technology and manufacturing methods, it is often the manufacturers or a product or 

at least those with intimate knowledge of manufacturing practices most equipped to recycle it.  
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL – SCOPING STUDIES 

4.1 Fundamental Coating Separation Framework 

Any pursuit of recycling materials from complex manufactured wastes must consider 

feedstock geometry. A reminder of the structure of the LCD screen is shown below in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Reproduced for convenience. Structure of an LCD screen A) A simplified diagram of 
the structure of a typical LCD screen. 1 = liquid crystals, 2 = orientation layer, 3 = color filter, 4 
= ITO layer, 5 = glass sheet, and 6 = polarizer. Not drawn to scale. B) Micrograph of shredded 
LCD screen showing the individual pixels composed of three adjacent, independently controlled 
regions. Scale bar = 200 microns. 

 

 Efforts to recover indium from the LCD screen may follow a number of processing 

routes. A general overview of possible processing options has been proposed by Gotze et al. and 

is reproduced with minor modifications in Figure 4.1.  

As the industry exists today, separation of LCDs from devices is occurring commercially, 

as are the various refining stages. The intermediate separation of indium from LCDs is largely 

not practiced. In order to recovery such a thin, relatively low-value coating, approaches including 

abrasion based beneficiation, chemical delamination, and direct chemical attack seem the most 

viable potential solutions.  

While hinted at in section 3.6.3, the possible revenues associated with indium recovery 

from LCD screens are quite small as shown in Table 3.1. Further, because the indium only 

represents a small fraction of the overall mass, the cost to landfill unvalorized material for a 

process only producing an indium product could be quite large.  
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Figure 4.1 Processes for preparation of indium products from waste electronic equipment 
containing LCDs 64 

 

Table 4.1 Potential revenue from indium capable of being prepared from LCD screens 

 
Total Indium 

Mass (kg) 1000 0.2 

Price (USD/kg) 
 

$    200 

Revenue 
 

$      33 

 

Because of the low contained indium values, if one aims to recycle waste LCD screens, it 

is exceedingly important to develop a flow sheet capable of valorizing many of the materials 

contained within the screens. A number of possible co-products have been identified by various 

sources. The glass has been separated and investigated as a possible pozzolanic material,65 filler 

in concrete,66 or adsorbent for heavy metal ions.67 Due to its composite nature, the polarizer 

plastic cannot be recycled directly. Instead it may be burned for fuel value or recycled for its 

iodine content.68 Some have additionally proposed leaching of acetic acid away from the plastic69 
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which can be refined to product grade via ion exchange.70 Further, the liquid crystals themselves 

are highly valuable if they can be sufficiently refined.71  

4.2 Characterization of LCD Screen Properties 

Abrasion based beneficiation processes discussed in 4.1 require understanding of the 

abrasion resistance of the indium containing coatings on the LCD screen. Ten randomly selected 

front and back glass specimens were selected and tested for Mohs hardness. The results are 

shown in Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2 Mohs’ hardness data for 10 randomly selected front glass coatings, back glass 
coatings, and bulk glass samples 

Front Glass Coating Back Glass Coating Glass 

Hardness (Mohs) Hardness (Mohs) Hardness (Mohs) 

2.5 5.5 5.5 

3.5 5.5 5.5 

3.5 5.5 5.5 

3.5 6.5 5.5 

3.5 6.5 5.5 

3.5 6.5 5.5 

3.5 6.5 5.5 

4.5 6.5 5.5 

4.5 6.5 5.5 

4.5 6.5 5.5 

 

 To determine the distribution of indium on back glass and front glass, samples of each 

were fused with lithium borates, dissolved in nitric acid, and subjected to ICP-MS analysis. The 

results are shown in Figure 4.2. 

By combining the results shown in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 and assuming an abrasive of 

hardness equal to or greater than that of the coating is required to abrade the coating, one can 

estimate the indium recovery that can be obtained by using an abrasive of a given hardness. The 

results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of indium content in LCD screens by type of glass 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Possible recovery of indium based on the hardness of the selected abrasive 

 

This analysis suggests that an abrasive of at least 3.5 should be selected for meaningful 

indium recovery. Notably, the underlying glass has a hardness of 5.5, which, in this analysis, 

predicts a possible recovery of about 90%. This indicates autogenous abrasive approaches may 

be a viable option for ITO coating abrasion. 
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Possible utilization of the plastic fraction as fuel either for a pyrometallurgical separation 

process or as a saleable product make characterization of the heat of combustion important. 

Glass was pulverized and subjected to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and bomb 

calorimetry to determine the contained fuel value. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 DSC and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of 13.7 mg of pulverized LCD screen 
 

At a high level, Figure 4.4 reveals the combustion reactions are complete before about 

550°C and the combustible fraction represents about 15% of the total screen mass.  

 Bomb calorimetry was used to measure the heat of combustion for LCD screen. The 

resulting values for the plastic and the screen as a whole are shown in Table 4.3. Confirming the 

results of the DSC-TGA, the bomb calorimetry calculated the mass loss upon combustion to be 

15% of the feed. 

The heat capacity of the plastic does align well with that of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), 

the material expected to serve as the bulk of the polarizer from the literature.36 One can quickly 

observe from Table 4.3 that LCD screen waste is not viable as a fuel source; however, it could be 

expected to provide about 3.3 MJ/kg of autogenous heat were a pyrometallurgical step employed 

in processing these screens. If the plastic and glass layers are effectively separated, the results 

show that the plastic could be valuable as fuel. 
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Table 4.3 Bomb calorimetry results for LCD screen compared against values for common 
combustion fuel materials 

Material Heat of combustion (MJ/kg) 

Anthracite coal 32.6 

Coke 26.0 

Wood 16.2 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) 23.3 

LCD screen plastics 22.1 

LCD screen whole 3.3 

 

4.3 Scoping Studies for Coating Separation Methodologies 

4.3.1 Direct Leaching 

The most commonly employed approach to indium recovery from LCDs in the published 

literature involves some kind of crushing to expose the ITO coated inner surface of the glass 

panels followed by an acid leaching step. A summary of the published literature investigations 

using this approach is presented in Table 4.4While the direct leaching approaches have been the 

most commonly employed in the literature, these have been found not to be cost effective due to 

the low concentration of indium in the displays. The industrial capacity for indium recovery by 

leaching does exist today; however, the cut off grade for these operations is typically around 

2000-3000 ppm depending on acid consumption. Therefore some sort of beneficiation approach 

is likely required to enable LCD recycling to take advantage of the already established indium 

refining infrastructure.  

4.3.2 Basic Pretreatment 

4.3.2.1 Motivation 

Published investigations of indium recovery from ITO and LCDs focus heavily on leaching 

and recovery with little attention to liberation (surface area exposure) through pretreatment. 

Dodbiba et al. note this trend as well and propose an electrical disintegration method.51 Leaching 

of samples pretreated by this method were compared to those prepared by crushing and 

incineration. For the electrically disintegrated samples, only 5% of the acid was required to leach 

50% more indium/kg of LCD than was recovered using the optimum conditions for crushed and 

ground samples.51 While the proposed electrical disintegration is not a technology that lends itself 
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to large scale processing, the results do indicate dramatically improved liberation compared to 

conventional grinding techniques.  

A plastic layer (typically polyimide) is applied and directionally roughened to form an 

orientation layer which sets the default orientation of the liquid crystal as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Both the ITO and orientation layers are approximately 100 nm thick. Because of the organic 

coating on the ITO layer, pretreatment of these monitors by conventional grinding or shedding 

methods is expected to expose a very limited surface area of ITO for leaching (akin to attempting 

to recover the cheese from a sandwich by cutting the sandwich into many pieces and pulling the 

cheese out the side). Polyimides, such as Kapton – a common orientation layer, can be etched with 

acid, but react much more rapidly in basic solutions according to the reaction scheme shown in 

Figure 4.5. Such an etching reaction has been demonstrated, and even under mild conditions (2.2 

M K2CO3 and 1 M KOH in water), etching rates were found to be on the order of 1 um/s.72  

4.3.2.2 Experimental 

LCD monitors were manually disassembled and the screens were shredded. Shredded 

screen was subjected to etching in a basic solution of 1 M NaOH and 1 M soda ash at room 

temperature at a liquid to solid ratio of 2:1.  

Etched sample was washed through three filtration steps with DI water and subjected to 

leaching for durations of 0.5, 2, and 6 hours with a liquid to solid ratio of 2:1. A control sample 

which had not experienced etching was subjected to the same leaching conditions.  

The glass surface was analyzed before and after etching by attenuated total reflectance 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) to observe chemical changes on the surface. 

Indium content in leach solutions was determined by ICP-MS and flame atomic 

absorption spectroscopy (FAAS). 
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Table 4.4 Literature review of published leaching conditions and results, NS = not specified 

  Leach Conditions    
Physical 

Treatment Pretreat Acid Acid Type Time Temp Agitation 
L/kg 
feed 

mg In/kg 
panel 

mg In/L 
solution Reference 

Shred US for LC 6 N HCl HNO3 .5 hr 60°C None 0.5 110 220 72 

Crush 1 mm None 4 N H2SO4 10 min 80°C Mag Stir 10 130 13 48 

Cut mill -1mm LN2 polarizer 18 N H2SO4 1 hr 160°C NS 1 30 30 73 

Roll mill Elec disint 6 N HCl 2 hr NS NS 2 1000 500 51 

Roll mill 500°C, 3 hr, Air 6 N HCl 2 hr NS NS 28 700 25 51 

Mill to um US for LC 6 N HCl 30 min RT None 20 5000 250 74 

Manual Ramps 450°C N2 1.2 N H2SO4 42 min 65.6°C NS 2 NS NS 75 

Shred None 2 N H2SO4 24 hr RT Mech Stir 10 190.4 19 76 

Cut & Mill None 6 N HNO3 2 hr 230°C None 10 400 40 77 
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Figure 4.5 Chemical reaction mechanism for hydrolysis of Kapton by hydroxide ion 
 

4.3.2.3 Results 

Confirmation of the effectiveness of the basic etch for removal of the orientation layer 

can be observed in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.6. XPS is unique in its surface selectivity sampling 

only the first ~10 nm of solid material through the photoelectric effect. The results shown in 

Table 4.5 show the lack of indium present at the sample surface in the control LCD screen which 

is partially uncovered in the basic and incineration pretreatments. These results suggest the basic 

pretreatment could likely be improved to dissolve more of the orientation layer and expose 

indium to a greater extent.  

The ATR-FTIR results (Figure 4.6) further serve to confirm the effectiveness of the basic 

pretreatment in removing the orientation layer. One can observe the disappearance of the 

carbonyl stretch associated with Kapton (1710 cm-1) between the water soaked control sample 

and the basic pretreatment sample.  

Comparative leaching tests on basic pretreated LCD screen and untreated LCD screen are 

shown in Figure 4.7. Even with few data points, one can quickly see the effect of the increased 

ITO surface area on the leaching rate for indium.  
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Table 4.5 XPS results for the inner surface of LCD glass untreated, etched in basic solution, and 
treated by incineration 

  Surface Abundance 

Element Control Treated Incinerated 

Carbon 76.8% 63.7% 17.8% 

Oxygen 22.1% 25.0% 44.8% 

Indium ND 0.8% 3.1% 

Silicon ND 1.7% 14.7% 

    

 

 

Figure 4.6 ATR-FTIR spectra of the carbonyl stretch region of the spectrographs for pure 
Kapton, a water soaked sample of LCD screen, and a basic etch treated sample of LCD screen 
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Figure 4.7 Leaching rates for indium from shredded LCD screen in 2 M sulfuric acid – untreated 
and following pretreatment in basic solution of 1 M NaOH and 1 M soda ash at room 
temperature at a liquid to solid ratio of 2:1 
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On a production level, the advantage of improved leaching rates is realized by the 

utilization of a smaller leaching vessel to process the same volume of material. These costs could 

vary wildly depending on the leaching method; however, the cost of the basic reagents and the 

additional pretreatment vessel and associated solid/liquid separation equipment are certain to 

exceed that of the savings associated with a leaching vessel size reduction by 67%. 

4.3.2.4 Conclusions 

The cost associated with implementation of a basic pretreatment step in the indium 

recovery flowsheet was deemed greater than the benefit.  

4.3.3 Basic Leach for Underlying Layer Removal 

4.3.3.1 Motivation 

Another approach to coatings recovery from laminar structures is selective removal of a 

layer that serves to adhere value and gangue layers. Due to the limited thickness of the various 

sputtered semiconductor layers forming the LCD screen optical layers, selective removal of a 

layer between the glass substrate and the ITO value layer provides the opportunity for a highly 

enriched product. Often aluminum is used as the conductor enabling voltage control at the pixel 

level.73 Molybdenum can also be used as an adhesion promoter for various metal and 

semiconductor layers to glass73 and for defining the black boundaries between pixels.74 Pourbaix 

diagrams for both molybdenum and aluminum for 100 micromolal and 25°C are shown in Figure 

4.8 and Figure 4.9.  

Because both of these thin layers are only expected to increase the liquid concentration of 

any submerged etching solution to a very small degree, a highly basic solution is an interesting 

option for separation of ITO layers from the bulk glass. 

Interestingly, basic solution is known to have many other effects on components of the 

LCD screen. The polarizer is a composite structure composed of an iodine adsorbed PVA layer 

providing the desired optical properties coated with a triacetyl cellulose (TAC) layer providing 

moisture resistance. In basic aqueous solution the PVA is swelled causing it to debond and 

liberate the cellulose from the glass. A recent paper by Ueberschaar et al. demonstrates the utility 

of this approach by subjecting LCD screen to a 72 hour basic leach and using simple size 

classification and solid liquid separation to recover separate indium, organic, and glass 

fractions.43 A supercritical form of basic water has been shown to etch these underlying layers 

more rapidly and yield high recovery of ITO from both color filter and TFT glass.75 
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Figure 4.8 Pourbaix diagram for Mo at 100 micromolal and 25°C 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Pourbaix diagram for Al at 100 micromolal and 25°C 
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It was believed that benefits beyond those described in the previous literature study might 

be realized as in basic aqueous solution TAC is hydrolyzed leaving the cellulose polymer and 

drawing the acetate ion into solution, the hydroxide groups displace the iodine on the PVA 

drawing iodine into solution.  

 With all of these separations occurring simultaneously, the flow sheet shown in Figure 

4.10 might be explored. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Proposed flow sheet for processing LCD screens applying a basic leach to induce a 
multitude of simultaneous separations 

 

The various 4.3.2 subsections explore at a high level the unit operations involved in such 

a flow sheet. 

4.3.3.2 Experimental 

Polarizer samples were characterized for polymer composition by ATR-FTIR and for 

iodine content by XRF.  

Shredded and split samples of screen of 600 g and 7 kg were subjected to 72 hours 

submersion at room temperature in 10 wt% NaOH solution. Following 72 hours, the mixture was 

wet filtered over a 60 mesh screen. The ITO-rich fines were filtered to separate these fines from 

the leach liquor. The ITO-rich fines were analyzed by XRF and SEM/EDS, and the leach liquor 

was analyzed by ICP and titrated to determine the consumption of base during the reaction 

period. 

The +60 mesh fraction was separated into glass and plastic fraction by two methods. A 

.371 in screen was used to create a plastic oversize product and a glass undersize product, and a 

float sink separation was employed using a 1.35 specific gravity aqueous solution of zinc 
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chloride. Samples of both the plastic and glass fractions were subjected to incineration and loss 

on ignition analysis following combustion at 550°C for 30 minutes. A glass sample was remelted 

to observe the transparency of potential glass products. Recovered plastic samples were subject 

to ATR-FTIR analysis to compare to unprocessed waste polarizer.  

4.3.3.3 Results 

Infrared spectrographs are shown for polarizer plastic before and after subjection to the 

72 hour basic pretreatment in Figure 4.11. The control spectrograph matches recorded spectra for 

cellulose triacetate with no apparent 3000-3500 cm-1 alcohol peak and the presence of the 1700 

cm-1 ester peak associated with the acetyl group.76 The treated polarizer sample shows the 

growth of the alcohol peak and disappearance of the ester peak consistent with the cleavage of 

the ester bond and subsequent release of the acetate ion into solution. While the acetate ion in the 

leach solution was not quantified, the IR studies indicate that the acetate ion was cleaved at a 

very high degree.  

 Iodine leaching from the polarizer by the basic solution is first noted due to a color 

change. The originally dark polarizer plastic becomes transparent following the soak while the 

solution turns a yellow hue characteristic of dilute triiodide solutions. XRF analysis reveals the 

iodine contained in a split sample of LCD polarizer to be equal to 0.44% of the polarizer mass. 

ICP-MS results from the 8 kg leach solution revealed an iodine recovery of 65%.  

 

 

Figure 4.11 ATR-FTIR spectra for LCD polarizer plastic before and after exposure to 72 hrs in 
10 wt% NaOH 
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 Titration of the basic leach solution revealed a base consumption of 0.014 kg NaOH/kg 

feedstock. Based on simple stoichiometric calculations, this base consumption corresponds to 

100% recovery of acetate ion from the polarizer if the polarizer were composed of 1 part TAC to 

4 parts PVA by mass. Without any way to estimate or literature validate the weight ratio between 

TAC and PVA, this calculation is only intended to sanity check the experimentally determined 

base consumption value. 

 The potentially high recoveries of indium associated with basic etching of underlying 

LCD layers.43,75 In the present investigation, 80% of the LCD contained indium is collected in 

the -60 mesh fraction at a grade of 4900 mg/kg. While a screening approach was used in the 

laboratory study, a cyclone-based approach might be expected to yield better grade/recovery 

results due to the sheet-like morphology of the value particles. Further, the grade of the 

concentrate may be improved if a shredder generating fewer fine particles (perhaps one with 

wider teeth) were employed. Not detailed in previous investigations is the difficulty of 

performing solid liquid separations to recover this fine indium concentration from the basic 

solution. This can be understood by observation of the SEM images of these particles shown in 

Figure 4.12. The thin, sheet-like particles generated by this process stack under filtration and 

prevent liquid flow. Liquid flow can be further slowed by the entrainment of partially dissolved 

cellulose and PVA from the polarizer if not effectively removed beforehand. 

Separation of glass from plastic by screening is especially difficult due to the softening of 

the various plastics under basic conditions. Instead of separating, these particles easily clog the 

screen. The float/sink operation in 1.35 specific gravity aqueous zinc chloride solution provided 

much more effective separation (Archimedes method experiments revealed the polymer density 

to be 1.2 g/cc and the glass density to be 2.3-2.4 g/cc).  

The glass was found to be recovered in the sink product at 88% of the total glass feed at a 

purity >99.5%. A remelt study conducted on the glass revealed a largely transparent glass with a 

slight green hue as shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.12 SEM micrographs and EDS maps for fines generated by 72 hour basic solution 
treatment. Bright objects in (A) and yellow regions in EDS map (B) correspond to observed 
indium content. Scale bar = 100 um 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Remelted sample of LCD glass obtained after 72 hr basic soak and float/sink 
separation 
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This is a positive result indicating the possibility to recycle it into glass applications, but 

further characterization of the optical properties of this glass would likely be required to 

determine if it meets the specification for a particular application. Any recycled glass application 

explored would have to tolerate minor doses of antimony and arsenic oxide used in these LCD 

glass applications (see Table 5.6). 

The float product contained approximately 100% of the plastic but only at a 69% purity. 

As a mixture of PVA and cellulose, it is unlikely this plastic could be recycled for high value. 

With the modest glass contamination, this float product would be most likely used as fuel.  

Using rough price estimates for possible products, the potential expansion of the revenue 

due to the process described here can be seen in Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6 Possible revenues estimated for co-products identified by the 72 hour basic soak 
process 

 
Total Indium Glass Iodine Organic Acetic Acid 

Mass (kg) 1000 0.2 850.0 1.4 113.8 54.3 

Price (USD/kg) 
 

$ 200 $   0.02 $      25  $   0.06 $ 0.50 

Revenue $  139 $      33 $      17 $      34 $       7 $      27 

 

At a high level, the major operating cost expected for this process is sodium hydroxide. If one 

assumes the produced indium concentrate is purchased at 50% of the contained indium value, the 

sodium hydroxide cost is $600/tonne, and any sodium hydroxide not consumed in the initial 

reaction may be reused in the process after the various ion exchange stages suggested in Figure 

4.10, then the cost of sodium hydroxide for the process is about 50% of the indium revenue. Of 

course, for the presently described process, this is a large, but not obviously insurmountable cost 

hurdle due to the increased potential revenue. 

4.3.3.4 Conclusion 

The extended basic leach for dissolution of layers adhering the various components of the 

LCD screen together has been demonstrated to effectively separate many possible co-product in 

a single step. Initial economic evaluations of the process suggest possible economic viability. 
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4.3.4 Automated Abrasion: Media Blasting 

Three of the following subsections will focus on abrasion as a means of rapidly 

beneficiating the present ITO coatings. This is not without risk. Indium has been found to have 

severe and potentially fatal effects on individuals inhaling modest amount of the dust as ITO. 

When possible, wet conditions for abrasion are preferred. PPE and engineering controls have 

been used in this study and are recommended for any that might further investigate or produce in 

the field. The author recommends a few references to begin one’s education in this regard.77–79  

4.3.4.1 Motivation 

Media blasting is commonly employed as a coatings removal process to enable 

restoration or refurbishment of an underlying valuable substrate.80,81 A wide array of abrasive 

media are available and are often selected by specifying the size and hardness of the material 

capable of removing the coating while doing the least amount of damage to the underlying 

material.82  

 

Table 4.7 Media used in abrasive blasting83,84 

Media Mohs’ Hardness Possible Method for Separation from ITO Fines 

Garnet 8 Size classification 

Metal Shot 8 Size classification 

Slag 7 Size classification 

Quartz 7 Size classification 

Crushed Nut Shells 5.5 Size classification 

Kieserite 3.5 Dissolve in water 

Baking Soda 2.5 Dissolve in water 

Corn Starch 2.0 Dissolve in lots of water 

Dry Ice 2.0 Sublime at room temp 

Water - Filtration 
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The application of this technology to a coating recovery process must take into account 

various features of the blasting media which may otherwise be ignored. When a large substrate is 

the typical desired product of such an operation, gravity plus compressed air or a wet rag are 

often sufficient for producing a product cleaned of blast media; however, when the product of the 

blasting operation is the coating that has been abraded away, one must be able to separate the 

blast media from the product.  

Such a separation may be achieved quite simply if the abrasive could be converted to the 

gaseous state with the application of heat (e.g. dry ice abrasive) or with only modest difficulty if 

the abrasive were water or displayed high solubility in water (e.g. baking soda or kieserite). If 

such an abrasive could be identified, a high grade indium product could be generated through the 

use of the flow sheet shown in Figure 4.14 where the abrasive cleaning unit operation 

investigated here is media blasting. 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Flow sheet describing abrasive approaches following an automated LCD screen 
opening step 

 

4.3.4.2 Experimental 

Media blasting trials were performed at a local contract media blast testing facility. Dry 

ice was hand pulverized and accelerated through a media blaster which was manipulated to 

attack the surface from various angles and distances. Water was accelerated with a 10 KSI 

pressure gradient and used to bombard the surface from various angles and distances. 

4.3.4.3 Results 

Pictures of the inner surface of LCD screens bombarded by dry ice and high pressure 

water are shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, respectively. While many different impact 

angles and speeds were tested, both pictures show the presence of bulk fracture without any 

significant surface abrasion. 
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4.3.4.4 Conclusion 

Media blasting approaches attempted here were found to be ineffective for coating 

abrasion from LCD screens. It may be interesting to attempt bombardment with kieserite, due to 

the prior Mohs hardness investigations; however, the same generalized flow sheet described in 

Chapter 2 has been developed for screen opened by an automated process but using an steel 

wheel brush as an abrasive.52 This seems a much more controllable and lower cost process than 

the media blasting approach explored here. This processing avenue was not explored any further; 

however, the interested party may endeavor to investigate kieserite bombardment in order to 

develop more mature processes for recovery of valuable coatings rather than traditional cleaning 

of valuable substrates. 

 

Figure 4.15 LCD glass bombarded by dry ice blasting 
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Figure 4.16 LCD glass bombarded by water jet at 10 KSI 
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4.3.5 Automated Abrasion: Sanding 

4.3.5.1 Motivation 

Automated screen opening has been demonstrated and is being used in one pilot facility 

in China, and these more highly automated technologies have the advantage of being able to 

control the abrasion to a high degree enabling a higher grade indium product. However, the 

development costs and capital expenses per unit of throughput are high. Further, any solution 

developed relying upon these whole screen approaches will be unable to process the screen 

volumes that are shredded as part of their separation from the LCD containing device. While the 

fraction of LCDs processed in the North America by shredding versus manual dismantling is 

unknown, trend in the industry (at least among the large processors) appears to be towards more 

shredding based solutions.85,86 The ideal process would be capable of accepting both pre-

shredded and intact scrap LCD screen, but would keep the grade of the abraded material as high 

as possible. An abrasive process based on vibratory sanding was devised to provide a highly 

controlled abrasive action at the LCD screen surface.  

4.3.5.2 Experimental 

4.3.5.2.1 Sample Preparation 

LCD monitors were manually disassembled and screens were collected and shredded to 

reveal the inner semiconductor coated surface. 

4.3.5.2.2 Sanding 

The sanding apparatus was designed with one piece of sandpaper mounted to the 

benchtop and one mounted to a palm sander. The palm sander was fitted with a carriage that 

allowed weight to be added to the sander to vary the downward pressure. Sanding studies have 

been performed on groups of five shredder residue particles and intact screens with control over 

exposure time, downward pressure, front or back glass, particle orientation, and sandpaper grit. 

4.3.5.2.3 Indium Analysis 

Indium concentration in solid products was determined by standard leaching as well as 

after lithium borate fusions in order to ensure total indium dissolution. Leach solutions were 

analyzed by ICP-MS. 

4.3.5.2.4 Data Processing 

Results for sanding were processed via StatEase statistical algorithms using a five 

variable, half-factorial design of experiments. The parameters investigated included sandpaper 
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grit, exposure time, sander weighting, whether the screen particles were glass up or glass down, 

and whether the particle came from a CF or TFT glass panel. Optimal results were used to feed 

economic models to identify a process for scale-up. 

4.3.5.3 Results 

Contour plots showing trends in recovery results for various sanding conditions are 

shown in Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18, and Figure 4.19. 

 

Figure 4.17 Contour plot showing the effect of grit and pressure on the recovery of indium 
caused by sanding for 10 seconds for front glass 

 

Shown in Figure 4.17 is the increased recovery rate of indium increasing with coarser 

grades of sandpaper and increased pressure. In this process, the increased pressure is believed to 

be of value due to the slightly curved nature of the shredder residue particles in an unloaded 

condition. The pressure serves to flatten the particle and maximize the particle surface contact 
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with the sandpaper. Both of these trends are shown to hold in the contour plots for both Figure 

4.18 and Figure 4.19. 

 

Figure 4.18 Contour plot showing the effect of exposure time and pressure on the recovery of 
indium caused by sanding with 105 grit sandpaper for front glass 
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Figure 4.19 Contour plot showing the effect of exposure time and grit on the recovery of indium 
caused by sanding under a 1.8 kg weight for front glass 

 

The additional trend observed in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 is the impact of time on 

recovery rate. Unsurprisingly, increased exposure time is shown to increase recovery. 

Results of the design of experiments trials are shown for recovery and grade for a face 

up, front glass particle under a 2.4 kg load in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, respectively.  
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Figure 4.20 Contour plot showing the effect of grit and exposure time on the recovery of indium 
caused by sanding under 2.4 kg for front glass 

 

Figure 4.20 shows the high recovery condition with 60 grit sandpaper applied to the 

particles for 10 seconds under 2.4 kg. The grade of indium in the concentrate produced for this 

condition is just above 1%. While the grade can be improved by moving to a fine grit sandpaper 

and removing a thinner section of underlying glass with the ITO layer, the drop in recovery is 

certainly not worth the modest increase in grade. 
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Figure 4.21 Contour plot showing the effect of grit and exposure time on the grade of indium 
concentrate caused by sanding under 2.4 kg for front glass 

   

 Combining results for front glass and back glass and averaging face up and face down 

conditions, the resulting characteristics for the concentrate produced by sanding for 10 seconds 

with 60 grit sandpaper under 2.4 kg are shown in Table 4.8. 

 

Table 4.8 Characteristics of the concentrate produced by sanding shredder residue. 

 

Sand Shredder 

Residue 

Concentrate Mass% 5.0% 

Indium Concentration (ppm) 6500 

Recovery 85% 
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 A high-level economic analysis was used to estimate the commercial viability of the 

described sanding process. Using the optimum processing conditions identified by the design of 

experiments and assuming optimistically that 30% of the sander area were exposed to shredded 

screen and that the refiner of the indium concentrate would pay 50% of the contained value, the 

cost of electricity to power the sanders alone is more than 3 times the value of the indium 

concentrate generated. 

4.3.5.4 Conclusions 

While technically able to produce a high grade indium concentrate from LCD shredder 

residue, the sanding process investigated here is too power intensive to be commercially 

relevant.  

4.3.6 Bulk abrasion 

4.3.6.1 Introduction 

Automated approaches for abrasion of coatings from bulk substrates offer increased 

concentrate grades; however, this often comes at increased cost. Bulk abrasion techniques, on the 

other hand, have been well established at low costs of the mining industry especially for cleaning 

of industrial minerals such as silica sand, frac sand, and aggregate as well as conditioning ores 

for flotation and remediating contaminated soils. Further, in order to be able to capture the 

maximum amount of LCD screen material with a single process, bulk processing methods that 

are capable of processing shredded material have some advantage. 

4.3.6.2 Experimental 

LCD screens were removed from LCD computer monitors, shredded, and split using a 

Jones splitter. One 630 g sample of screen mixed with 430 g of water was subjected to attrition 

scrubbing using a Wemco laboratory attrition scrubber for 7 minutes total. Following scrubbing, 

the sample was wet screened at 30 and 150 mesh. The resulting size fractions were weighed, and 

the contained indium content was determined using XRF analysis.  

4.3.6.3 Results 

The grade and recovery values identified by the present attrition scrubber study are 

shown in Table 4.9.  
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Table 4.9 Grade and recovery for indium in concentrates and tailings using a 30 mesh screen 
following scrubbing or a 150 mesh screen following scrubbing 

 
30 mesh Con 30 mesh Tail 150 mesh Con 150 mesh Tail 

Grade (mg/kg) 1920 90 3860 134 

Recovery 63% 37% 42% 58% 

 

While the indium grades in the products generated by attrition scrubbing are lower than 

those generated by automated approaches, these grades are greater than those of recently sold 

indium concentrates (as low as 1800 mg/kg).  

Relative to abrasion by sanding, attrition scrubbing is much more cost effective. 

Assuming the same indium concentrate economic values as used in 4.3.5.3, the electricity costs 

for the attrition scrubber system and a vibratory screener are only expected to reach about 20% 

of the expected indium revenue.  

4.3.6.4 Conclusion 

Attrition scrubbing and screening was shown to effectively beneficiate indium from LCD 

screens. While the grade and recovery numbers from the initial trial were not show to be as high 

as those found using more highly automated approaches, initial cost estimations suggest 

scrubbing to a move economically viable process. 

4.3.7 Flotation 

4.3.7.1 Motivation 

The indium concentrate from the attrition scrubber has been shown to be of lower grade 

than those produced by other abrasion methods. This is believed to be the result of two factors: 

1) fracture of larger particles from the surface which contain a layer of ITO attached to more 

gangue glass and 2) generation of more fine particles which are entirely composed of gangue 

glass.  

During scrubbing, a froth of fine particles is generated at the surface of the slurry 

following normal agitation. It was hypothesized that the abraded ITO-containing particles 

stabilize bubbles formed during agitation. This may be explained by re-examination of Figure 

3.1 as the ITO layer is typically coated with a plastic orientation layer. While glass is known to 

be a very hydrophilic substrate, this plastic-coated ITO would be expected to be a hydrophobic 
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surface. Because froth flotation relies on the collection of hydrophobic particles at a surfactant 

stabilized water-air interface which rises to the top of the slurry with the attached bubble, this 

was investigated as a possible means of further beneficiating the generated attrition scrubber 

concentrate. 

4.3.7.2 Experimental 

The contact angle between LCD substrates (abraded and unabraded) and aqueous 

solutions to which various common industrial frothers had been added at 0.5 wt% were measured 

to identify favorable conditions for flotation. The frothers used in the study were AeroFroth 65, 

AeroFroth 70, and Oreprep Frotherr F579.  

Microflotation experiments were carried out using 0.52 g of -30 mesh attrition scrubber 

product in 52 g of DI water with 0.5 wt% frother. An additional experiment was carried out after 

rinsing the attrition scrubber with ethanol to remove any residual liquid crystal that may have 

adsorbed to the surface of the glass thereby rendering it hydrophobic as well. 

4.3.7.3 Results 

Table 4.10 suggests that flotation might be a viable beneficiation method for the scrubber 

product. Especially for frother F579, a relatively low contact angle is observed for the unabraded 

condition that is believed to approximate the surface chemistry of any fractured glass surface 

while the unabraded glass surface believed to approximate the ITO surface of any abraded 

particles exhibits a much higher contact angle. Therefore, microflotation experiments were 

carried out using the F579 frother.  

 

Table 4.10 Contact angle measurements for abraded and unabraded glass samples with water 
carrying 0.5 wt% of various frothers 

  Substrate 

  Abraded Glass Unabraded Glass 

Frother 

Aero 65 50 67 

Aero 70 65 72 

F579 34 65 

No frother 62 70 

 

 For flotation experiments both without and with an ethanol rinse, indium was shown to 

have slight selectivity for the sink fraction rather than the float fraction with the grade of the float 
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fraction in both cases being about 2/3 the grade of the sink fraction with the total mass split 

between the two roughly evenly. Without strong selectivity for either the float or the sink 

fraction, neither traditional nor reverse flotation would justify the loss in recovery. 

4.3.7.4 Conclusion 

Contact angle measurements taken suggest flotation may be a technically feasible means 

of further beneficiating attrition scrubber concentrates, microflotation trials showed no 

specificity of indium for concentration in either the flotation concentrate or tailings. While it is 

hypothesized that this is either the result of residual liquid crystal or other organics coating 

flotation feed particles non-selectively or the removal of the orientation layer from the ITO 

surface during scrubbing via chemical or mechanical means, further investigation would be 

required to support or invalidate this hypothesis. In either case, these phenomena would make 

flotation an unfeasible means of upgrading scrubbing concentrates, so the approach was 

abandoned. 

4.3.8 Liquid Crystal Co-Production 

4.3.8.1 Motivation 

The liquid crystal blend is the most valuable component in the LCD screen in terms of 

revenue that may possibly be recycled. This comparison is shown in Table 4.11.  

 

Table 4.11 Potential revenues for various components of LCD screen scrap on a 1000 tonne basis 

 
Total Indium Glass Iodine Organic 

Acetic 

Acid 

Liquid 

Crystal 

Mass (kg) 1000 0.2 850.0 1.4 113.8 54.3 0.2 

Price (USD/kg) 
 

$   200 $   0.02 $ 25.00 $   0.11 $   0.50 $ 3,000 

Revenue $  774 $     33 $      17 $      34 $      12 $      27 $    635 

 

A number of literature studies has shown that with conventional organic solvents (ethanol, 

isopropyl alcohol, and acetone) and possibly the application of ultrasonic agitation, liquid 

crystals can be recovered from opened LCD screens.87 Even if these liquid crystal blends are 

unable to be valorized, there is concern over their improper disposal.40 While there have been 

studies performed by liquid crystal manufacturers that have failed to identify any ecotoxic 

behavior,55 the public uncertainty over the associated hazards will likely result in some kind of 
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regulated emission and disposal in the future. As such, liquid crystal separation will likely be an 

important part of any LCD recycling effort. 

4.3.8.2 Experimental 

Both shredded and manually disassembled LCD screens were rinsed with acetone. The 

liquid was captured and the acetone was allowed to evaporate over 24 hours.  

4.3.8.3 Results 

Liquid crystal blends collected by rinsing shredded and manually disassembled screens 

are shown in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23.  

 

 

Figure 4.22 Liquid crystal collected from shredded and rinsed LCD screen 
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Figure 4.23 Liquid crystal collected from manually separated and rinsed LCD screen 

 

While the small fraction of liquid crystal recovered can be difficult to observe in the 

pictures shown, one can observe a few key features. The silica spacer beads dispersed in the 

liquid crystal blend during service88 remain in the captured liquid crystal. However, in the case 

of the shredded LCD screen, additional fine particles of fractured LCD glass are mixed in with 

the collected liquid crystal. Certainly for the shredded case, valorization of these liquid crystals 

would require some sort of solid liquid separation. The mass of liquid crystal captured is 

equivalent to approximately 20 mg per kg of screen material. 

The optical and electromagnetic properties of these liquid crystals were not tested. The 

challenge for valorizing these liquid crystal blends is the large number of commercial blends 

used that would certainly be mixed in any conventional recycling scenario. Once mixed, these 

various blends to not perform as any individual blend would be expected to. Extensive 

separations or modest separations and downcycling would have to be investigated. 
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4.3.8.4 Conclusion 

The liquid crystal blends themselves represent the most valuable material contained in the 

waste LCD screens. In order to determine whether these liquid crystals can be recovered and 

separated in a cost effective manner, recovery and testing in collaboration with a specialty lab 

would be required.  

4.4 Conclusions 

Following the extensive scoping studies, the two general approaches outlined in 4.3.3 and 

4.3.6 are believed to offer the most promise from a commercial processing perspective in the 

current U.S. market. While not thoroughly explored here, liquid crystal recovery represents the 

possible co-product that could most substantially alter the flow sheet were a highly profitable 

solution developed.  
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CHAPTER 5 ATTRITION SCRUBBING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 

Reproduced with permission from the Journal of Cleaner Production. Copyright 2017 Elsevier 

Ltd. 

Thomas Boundy*, Marshall Boyton, Patrick Taylor 

5.1 Introduction 

From 1985 to 2015 indium consumption grew by over 2000%.89,90 Like many other 

technological metals for which production has grown rapidly over the last 30 years, recycling 

rates for indium from consumer goods are low – less than 1%.91 The rapid expansion in demand 

and immature recycling network from post-consumer indium are of particular interest due to the 

importance of indium oxides, particularly indium tin oxide (ITO), as transparent conductive 

electrodes in solar photovoltaics which are expected to be manufactured in larger and larger 

volumes as societies lean more heavily on renewable energy sources. Additional increases in 

indium demand are expected due to the unique properties of indium that make it valuable to a 

low carbon economy in CIGS photovoltaic panels and LEDs particularly for fiber-optic 

communication.92 

In spite of the variety of growing uses for indium, it was estimated in 2010 that 74% of 

global indium consumption is used in flat panel displays as ITO. A number of investigations 

citing similar trends look to LCDs as a source of secondary indium recovery. Rotter et al. have 

undertaken a thorough characterization of the material contents of the LCD screen including 

indium contents.41 Most studies investigating routes to indium recovery utilize a 

hydrometallurgical approach. Li et al. report separation of screen components: removal of 

polarizer film by thermal shock, liquid crystals by ultrasonic cleaning, and indium by leaching in 

aqua regia.87  Ruan et al. show improved leaching in sulfuric acid and improved purification 

through solvent extraction and the comparison of common extractants.93 Hydrometallurgical 

recovery of indium from the dissolved trivalent indium species has been demonstrated via basic 

precipitation94 and zinc cementation.95 While the hydrometallurgical approach is the commonly 
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employed one for commercial recovery of low grade indium concentrates.96 some published 

approaches investigate pyrometallurgical routes to recovery. He et al. demonstrate the collection 

of volatile indium species from LCD screen glass residue through a carbothermal reduction at 

1223 K at 1 Pa.49 Takahashi et al. report an interesting avenue to indium recovery through 

hydrochloric acid mediated formation of indium chloride followed by selective vaporization at 

temperatures in the 400 to 700°C range.50 Much rarer are studies investigating novel mineral 

processing techniques. Dodbiba et al. note this trend as well, propose electrical disintegration as 

a pretreatment step to improve indium liberation prior to leaching, and report increased leaching 

yield and improved leaching kinetics as a result of the pretreatment.51 To date, however, the low 

indium content has proven prohibitive to developing an economically viable recycling route.  

Of course, commercial indium refiners already exist. Hydrometallurgical indium refiners 

typically process the lowest grade indium concentrates and under modern market conditions have 

a cut-off grade (lowest economical grade that can be processed) between 2000 and 3000 mg/kg. 

Indium content is about 20 mg/kg in a typical computer monitor and about 200 mg/kg in the 

screen.40,41 The challenge to indium recovery from LCDs within existing recycling schemes is 

summarized in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Simplified description of modern commercial recycling processes for LCDs and 
indium concentrates illustrating the break in the loop that must be closed for commercial 
recovery of indium from LCDs. 

 

Separation of the screen as shredder residue from the rest of the monitor has been 

demonstrated on the commercial scale through conventional mineral processing techniques. 
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Other more sophisticated techniques have made important strides in automating the disassembly 

process and minimizing the risk associated with breakage of mercury containing fluorescent 

bulbs.56 Such innovations make the indium bearing screen easier to access, however, indium 

recovery from the screen by-product has proven elusive. 

While refining costs pose a challenge to valorization of such dilute indium-containing 

materials, costs associated with transportation of such low-value material in moderate to low 

population density areas such as the United States further strain process economics. It has been 

suggested that abrasion-specific comminution would be an effective tool for upgrading indium 

content to a saleable level;41 however, the authors are not aware of any high recovery mineral 

processing approaches to creating an indium concentrate from waste LCD screens that may more 

economically be processed via conventional hydrometallurgical techniques. 

Attrition scrubbers have been used in mineral processing of certain ores for some time, 

but have found unique applicability in soil remediation operations to impart high shear on 

particle surfaces thereby liberating surface contaminants.97 More recent published investigations 

have characterized some of the effects of important operating conditions.98–100  The mechanism 

of fracture in attrition scrubbing is illustrated in Figure 5.2.  

A separation of the contaminants from the soil can then be made based upon particle size. 

After screening or a similar size classification operation, the fines can either be landfilled or 

recycled for their metals content, and the cleaned coarse fraction can be returned for its original 

use. 

Kim et al. recently published the first study known to the authors attempting to utilize 

attrition scrubbing for enrichment of values in a recycling operation; described is the use of 

scrubbing for platinum group metal (PGM) recovery from ceramic-honeycomb-type automobile 

catalytic converters.100 

They report 81.2% recovery of PGMs from the crushed converter residue after 60 

minutes of scrubbing in custom-made two-tiered attrition scrubber. Using a similar approach, Liu 

et al. achieved a comparable 78.9% recovery of PGMs, and suggest that due to the high value of 

PGMs and the fact that these values are currently able to be economically recovered from 

catalytic converters, losses of greater than 5% of the total PGMs in an upgrading process are 

unacceptable.101 Liu et al. further note that >80% recovery is very difficult to achieve due to 
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concave surface of the crushed honeycomb structure limiting exposure of the PGM-rich coating 

to the surrounding abrasive slurry.101 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Comparison of A) the abrasive action of the attrition scrubber and B) a typical non-
selective grinding approach. Both A) and B) illustrate fracture of the particle followed by size 
classification. Adapted from Petavy.102 
  

The two major challenges associated with PGM concentration from catalytic converters 

by attrition scrubbing are not applicable to LCD screens. The ITO coated glass has a flat 

geometry, and the concentration of indium in the screen is below that of cut-off grades for 

modern refining operation so indium is currently not recovered from these screens making losses 

in a concentrating operation less critical.  

The slight concentration of indium in fine particle size fractions following conventional 

grinding techniques similar to those depicted in Figure 5.2B has been noted;48 however, to date, 

no tailored approach to abrasion specific comminution has been made. This work seeks to 

examine the use of attrition scrubbing as a means of concentrating indium from shredded LCD 

screens to levels suitable for commercial hydrometallurgical recovery.  
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5.2 Methods and Materials 

5.2.1 Characterization of LCD screen material 

Thirty monitors were collected and manually dismantled to recover the screens. Screens 

were shredded via industrial shredder with a tooth width of 1.75 cm. Average indium 

concentration in the bulk sample of shredded screen was estimated by splitting, grinding in a ring 

and puck pulverizer (Angstrom TE250 Ring Pulversizer), pressing into pellets (Angstrom 

4451AE Briquet Press) with added boric acid as necessary, and subjecting four split samples to 

x-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis (Thermo Scientific, PERFORM’X). Validation of indium 

content was performed by analyzing known ITO concentrations in a sand/polyethylene mixture 

(of an appropriate ratio to mimic the ratios found in the LCD screen) by XRF. External 

validation of those measurements was performed by fusing the glass samples with lithium borate, 

dissolving the mixture completely in nitric acid, and analyzing by inductively coupled plasma 

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Thermo Scientific, iCAP Qc) to confirm the general accuracy of 

the XRF measurements. 

Shredder residue from the split fractions was separated by hand into front (darker) and 

back (lighter) glass sheets. Ten specimens of each were collected and subjected individually to 

Mohs hardness testing and nitric acid (10 v/v%) leaching with leach liquor analysis by ICP-MS. 

Specimens were assigned Mohs hardness values equal to the average of the hardest standard 

mineral able to scratch it and the softest standard mineral unable to scratch the specimen. 

Leaching of screens with 10% nitric acid was performed across various time scales in order to 

determine the time at which complete leaching was achieved. Subsequent pieces of shredder 

residue were leached to completion, and the resulting liquors were subjected to ICP-MS for 

determination of indium concentration. 

5.2.2 Attrition scrubbing 

A Wemco laboratory flotation machine (71260-01) was modified for attrition scrubbing 

by fixing three propeller tiers with alternating handedness (right-left-right) to the rotating shaft 

within an octagonal agitation cell. LCD screen shredder residue was split into roughly 600g 

samples for attrition scrubbing by a Jones riffle splitter. Tap water was added to the scrubber to 

create desired pulp densities, and samples were subjected to scrubbing at various agitation rates 

for various amounts of time. After the completion of scrubbing, samples were rinsed out of the 

scrubbing vessel across at 50 mesh (US) screen with at least four liters of water. The -50 mesh 
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fraction was collected via pressure filter (Peterson Filters) across Whatman 5 filter paper and 

allowed to dry for 24 hours at ambient temperature. The collected filter cake was split via Jones 

riffle to prepare two samples for XRF analysis from which the average was reported. The 

investigated process is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Summary of proposed flow sheet investigated to fill missing link in Figure 5.1. 

 

In order to determine the effect of the selected screen size on grade and recovery values, 

the largest collected filter cake (52% pulp density, 1100 RPM, 15 minutes) was separated into 

various size fractions by a ro-tap sieve shaker. The collected size fractions were weighed and 

leached for 24 hours in 10 v/v% nitric acid. The leach liquors were analyzed for indium content 

by ICP-MS.  

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 LCD screen characterization 

As has been suggested by Rotter et al., general (or manufacturing) data, physical data, 

and chemical data are needed to guide selection of appropriate recycling strategies for critical 

materials.41  These data are analogous to the understanding of the mineralogy of any primary ore 

dictating selection of comminution, beneficiation, and extraction processes. General data for the 

30 monitors used in this study are shown in Table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1 Characteristics of LCDs disassembled and shredded 

 Average Standard Deviation 

Mass Device 5.4 kg 1.5 kg 

Screen Mass 440 g 71 g 

Screen Area 1080 cm2 180 cm2 
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The average indium concentration in the shredded screen material was determined to be 

164 mg/kg. Comparing this data to that found in the literature has become difficult. While there 

are a multitude of studies investigating the indium content of LCD screens, a number of studies 

lack sufficient detail for reproduction to be attempted. Further, it is not always clear whether a 

reported number represents the indium content in the plastic/glass/liquid crystal/glass/plastic 

sandwich (here referred to as the “screen”), or just the glass which has been separated from the 

plastic polarizer layers which account for approximately 15% of the screen’s overall mass. A 

number of studies are shown for comparison in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2 Comparison of published average indium contents in waste LCD screen/glass. NS = 

not specified 

Method Indium Content (mg/kg) Mass Basis Reference 

Leach/ICP-MS 130 Glass 95 

Leach/ICP-OES 300 Glass 93 

Leach/ICP-OES 1000 NS 51 

Leach/ICP-OES 200±50 Screen 103 

Leach/ICP-OES 380-410 Glass 104 

Leach/AAS 175±60 NS 41 

TCLP test 102 Glass 66 

NS 260.7 NS 105 

XRF 164 Screen This Work 

 

While the ICP techniques commonly employed are more powerful quantitative tools that 

an XRF, in the acid leach preparations employed, they require one to assume that all of the 

material of interest is effectively leached. If some of that material is contained within an 

unleachable matrix, even leaching with strong acid, high temperature, and to constant leached 

concentration may not be sufficient to dissolve this material. By comparison, it is noted that XRF 

is recognized as a semi-quantitative technique. In this case, verification of the original indium in 

glass content determination was performed by both an external standard analyzed by XRF (<5% 

error) and complete digestion of the glass followed by ICP-MS determination (<5% error). The 

164 mg/kg indium content reported here is used in the context of this study merely to report a 

recovery value for the attrition scrubbing investigations. 
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In geologic ores, indium is mined as a by-product from zinc ores which contain indium at 

concentrations between 1 and 100 mg/kg.90 In these ores, zinc revenue covers nearly all of the 

cost of mining and extraction; indium revenue from these ores does not justify the entire cost of 

recovery. There are unique features of manufactured wastes, however, that can make valuable 

materials easier to recover relative to similar concentrations of those same materials in geologic 

sources. Loehr et al. note a number of unique features of manufactured wastes relative to 

primary ores that enable more efficient processing: more geometrically simple bonds between 

materials, more pronounced differences in material properties, and more consistent geometries, 

mechanical properties, and chemical contents of individual “particles”.106 As one looks to the 

structure of LCD screens with an interest in indium recovery (structure shown in Figure 3.1), one 

further notes the high degree of spatial confinement of the indium rich phase.  

The spatial confinement of indium in the semi-conductor layer on the inward-facing 

surfaces of the glass sheets has caused some to propose abrasion as effective means of indium 

beneficiation.41 Previous studies have noted a roughly two fold enrichment of indium in the fine 

particle size fraction following general shredding or milling operations,48 but, to date, the authors 

do not believe an abrasion specific comminution approach has been successfully employed. 

For such abrasion to be effective in an attrition scrubber; however, the glass of the screen must 

exhibit greater strength and hardness than does the semiconductor layers coating the glass. The 

glass sheet without the color filter built in (henceforth “back glass”) was observed not abrading 

as readily under the same conditions. Mohs hardness testing on front and back glass revealed a 

sizeable difference between the abrasion resistance of the different coatings. Front glass had an 

average Mohs hardness of 3.7 with a range of 2.5 to 4.5; the back glass on the other hand had an 

average hardness of 6.2 with a range of 5.5 to 6.5. When scratched with LCD screen glass, 100% 

of front glass coating tested could be abraded while only 90% of back glass coating could be 

abraded.  

 Leaching tests were performed in order to determine the theoretical maximum recovery 

of the scrubber based on the abrasion resistance of the back glass and the impact of slow 

abrasion kinetics. Leaching followed by ICP-MS analysis was selected instead of XRF analysis 

so that individual pieces of shredder residue could be analyzed and compared for indium content. 

A 24 hour leach was shown to give constant indium in the liquor when compared to 22 and 26 

hours, so 24 hours was selected as the time interval for subsequent leaching studies. The front 
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glass analyzed was found to contain an average of 245 mg/kg of indium (mg In/kg screen) 

compared to 69 mg/kg indium contained in the back glass. If it is assumed that 10% of the back 

glass is sufficiently abrasion resistant to make the contained indium unrecoverable, the 

theoretical maximum recovery drops to about 98%. If it were assumed that only glass with a 

Mohs hardness less than 6 could be abraded (therefore assuming a typical 5.5 hardness for glass), 

the theoretical maximum recovery would drop to about 85%.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Reproduced for convenience - Structure of an LCD screen A) A simplified diagram of 
the structure of a typical LCD screen. 1 – liquid crystals, 2 = orientation layer, 3 = color filter, 4 
= ITO layer, 5 = glass sheet, 6 = polarizer. Not drawn to scale. Adapted from 107. B) Micrograph 
of shredded LCD screen showing the individual pixels composed of three adjacent, 
independently controlled regions. Scale bar = 200 microns. 

 

5.3.2 Attrition scrubber trend studies 

Through published investigations, the variables shown to have the greatest impact on 

abrasive action are residence time, agitation rate, temperature, and pulp density 98. The allocation 

of the chemical species is then ultimately determined by the subsequent size classification. The 

effect of the temperature of the slurry during scrubbing has only been shown to be effective for 

removal of organic species which is suspected to be due to decreased viscosity and adhesion and 

increased solubility of those species rather than an increased abrasive character. As such, 

temperature was not investigated for the removal of inorganic species in this study.  

The LCD shredder residue is difficult to characterize in terms of particle size and 

morphology. Generally, the vast majority of particles are 2 cm wide strips of plastic polarizer 

with fractured glass adhered to one side. These strips vary in length from roughly 1 to 4 cm. A 
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picture of a general particle is shown in Figure 5.7A. This type of particle comprises the vast 

majority of the mass. The remaining mass (approximately 10-15% of the total mass) is 

represented by glass fragments that have delaminated from the plastic polarizer backing.  

The effect of pulp density on scrubbing efficiency was investigated by subjecting various 

pulp density slurries to 5 minutes of attrition scrubbing at 1100 rpm. The scrubber product was 

classified using a 48 mesh Tyler screen (50 mesh US) to produce an indium concentrate and 

tails. Trend curves for indium recovery, indium grade, and concentrate mass fraction are shown 

in Figure 5.4.   

Attrition scrubbers are commonly run in soil remediation processes at pulp densities 

around 70% solids by mass. With a typical soil this equates to approximately 47% solids on a 

volume basis. The LCD shredder product is a fairly coarse (shredder teeth were approximately 2 

cm wide giving roughly the same width strips of screen) with a high aspect ratio. This causes 

them to pack poorly thereby limiting the maximum possible pulp density for pumping and 

scrubbing to approximately 52% solids by mass (34 vol%). 

Upon inspection of Figure 5.4, one notes that the lower pulp densities produce a smaller 

proportion of fine product as would be expected due to decreased interparticle collisions in a 

lower solid content slurry. This phenomenon appears to level off as the slurry becomes water-

deficient above 52% solids. As the rate of fine indium-rich particles increases with increased 

pulp density, the maximum pulp density at which solids can be pumped in a slurry will be most 

desirable. 

Agitation rate within the scrubber was varied while holding pulp density and scrubbing 

time constant at 52% and 5 minutes, respectively, and screening the product with a 50 mesh 

screen. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. The range selected for study was that which induced 

high interparticle shear but did not produce excessive splashing of the slurry from the scrubbing 

vessel. Each of the trials was performed at 52% solids for 5 minutes of scrubbing. As can be 

observed from Figure 5.5, increased scrubbing intensity correlates with more rapid generation of 

fine product, and a decrease in indium grade and increase indium recovery in that product. These 

trends are consistent with the expectation that more intense scrubbing would remove more 

surface material over a given time due to higher intensity impacts. As indium in the ITO layers is 

expected to be contained within only the surface 200 nm,107 one can very rapidly begin to dilute 
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the product with indium-barren glass through abrasion of material deeper than the surface 

semiconductor layers.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Trends in fine scrubber product with varying pulp density 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Trends in fine scrubber product with varying agitation rate 
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The effect of scrubbing time was also investigated while holding pulp density and 

agitation rate constant at 52% and 1100 rpm, respectively, and screening with a 50 mesh screen. 

The results are shown in Figure 5.6. 

The control for the scrubbing trials is represented as having undergone zero minutes of 

scrubbing; after just screening the -50 mesh particles from the scrubber product, the fine product 

represents just over one percent of the overall mass and contains about five percent of the indium 

at 800 mg/kg.  

The abrasion of the LCD screens over time most clearly provides understanding of the 

abrasion mechanism. Figure 5.7 shows various pieces of front glass shredder residue after 

increasing exposure times to scrubbing. One can observe the scratches developing on the surface 

of the glass after 1 minute, and the nearly complete abrasion of the coating after 10 minutes.   

The increased scrubbing time predictably increases the mass of -50 mesh fines generated 

and overall fraction of indium contained in those fines. However, it is also noted, similar to 

increased agitation rate, after a certain point (here between 5 and 10 minutes), the slope of the 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Trends in fine scrubber product with varying agitation time 
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Figure 5.7 Photographs of LCD screen shredder residue after A) 0 minutes, B) 1 minute, and C) 
10 minutes of attrition scrubbing. The particle width in each case is approximately 2 cm 
 

grade curve flips from positive to negative indicating the time at which the average grade of each 

subsequent particle abraded from the glass has a lower indium concentration than the product 

previously generated. This trend of decreasing grade can be understood in light of the generation 

of scratches on the glass surface as shown in Figure 5.7. As more scratches mar the surface, the 

likelihood that the next scratch will abrade a glass particle that contains no indium increases. 

Therefore, as more time is elapsed indium recovery is expected to increase and indium grade 

decreases. This trend is indeed observed after 5 minutes as shown in Figure 5.6 and was 

discussed previously.   

It was noted in accordance with coating scratch hardness values that the front abrades 

more readily than the back glass. It was apparent from similarly analyzed back glass that some 

particles withstood abrasion even after 15 minutes, and that they abraded more slowly on 

average than the front glass particles.  

The product produced by scrubbing a slurry of 52% solids at 1100 rpm for 15 minutes 

was subjected to a particle size analysis and chemical analysis to determine the indium 

fractionation and therefore the effect of the selected screen size on concentrate grade, recovery, 

and mass. The results of these analyses are shown in Figure 5.8.  

The implication of the trends observed from Figure 5.8 is the increasing indium grade in 

finer particle size fractions. This is not surprising given the thin coating of ITO applied to the 

glass surface. For low aspect ratio particles generated by scrubbing, only a small portion of a 

particle that would be retained on an 80 mesh screen (opening 177 microns) could contain 

indium as ITO. A perfectly cubic particle with 177 micron edge length with one face containing 
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100 nm deep ITO and the rest composed of glass (specific gravity = 2.65) would contain roughly 

1300 mg/kg indium. This is approximately twice the grade of the fraction retained on this screen 

in the analysis shown above (700 mg/kg). Of course, the theoretical number will not reflect 

reality due to the simplicity of the geometry involved and the dilution by non-indium-containing 

particles; however, the example does serve to illustrate a general limit to the indium content 

based on particle size and the thickness of the indium coating on the original glass sheet. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Trends in fine scrubber product with varying screen size selection. Cut point refers to 
sieve opening size and therefore the largest size particle that can be contained in fine particle size 
fraction 
 

This particle size dependent phenomenon provides an additional layer of control over the 

scrubbing process. The effects of screen size and scrubbing most clearly illustrate the trade-off 

between product grade and recovery. The increasing grade of indium in the concentrate is 

indicative of the enrichment of indium in low particle size fractions. As increasingly fine screen 

sizes are used, a greater mass of low grade indium is rejected leading to a higher grade indium 

product with decreased overall indium recovery.  
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5.3.3 Cost Considerations 

 Two brief comparisons were made to justify the use of the attrition scrubber as a 

beneficiation step prior to hydro- or pyrometallurgical processing. A simple model of indium 

value recovered and selected operating costs for a direct leach of waste LCD screen material 

with a leach of pretreated scrubber material was created to illustrate the advantages of the 

pretreatment step. A second model was prepared in similar fashion comparing a 

pyrometallurgical recovery process using either waste LCD screen or the scrubber product as 

generated here. General assumptions for both models are listed in Table 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3 Values for parameters used in the calculation of models shown in Table 5.4 and Table 
5.5 
 

Assumed Parameters   

Indium Content in Feed (mg/kg) 200 

Indium Price (USD/kg) 500 

Mass Ratio Scrubber Concentrate 0.08 

Electricity Cost (USD/MJ) 0.0556 

Natural Gas Cost (USD/MJ) 0.0222 

Water and Treatment Cost (USD/metric tonne water) 1.77 

Leaching Solid Liquid Ratio (kg feed/kg acid) 1 

Sulfuric acid concentration (M) 2 

Sulfuric acid cost (USD/tonne) 100 

Precipitation pH 3 

NaOH Cost (USD/tonne) 600 

Glass Heat Capacity (J/g °C) 0.84 

Furnace Heat Efficiency 0.5 
 

 

 

  

For the hydrometallurgical comparison, a leach and cement process was chosen such as 

has been described previously in the literature.95 This process was selected as it requires the 

smallest pH adjustment (only an increase to a pH of 3 for effective cementation) and the costs of 

acids and bases are the highlight of this comparison. A mass basis of 1000 tonnes of shredded 

LCD screen was chosen. The scrubber circuit modeled here comprises a 12 horsepower scrubber 
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assumed to operate at full power, half capacity, with a 30 minute particle residence time, and 

52% solids in the slurry, a 5 horsepower vibratory screen operating at full power, and a 5 

horsepower filter press operating at full power. Expected water treatment costs and maintenance 

costs were estimated using CostMine 2016 database.108 The recovery of indium in the leach and 

precipitation step was assumed to be 95% while the recovery in the attrition scrubbing circuit 

was assumed to be 90%. The products of both processes were assumed to be of the same value, 

and the same quantity of zinc was assumed for cementation. 

For the hydrometallurgical comparison, a leach and cement process was chosen such as 

has been described previously in the literature.110 This process was selected as it requires the 

smallest pH adjustment (only an increase to a pH of 3 for effective cementation) and the costs of 

acids and bases are the highlight of this comparison. A mass basis of 1000 tonnes of shredded 

LCD screen was chosen. The scrubber circuit modeled here comprises a 12 horsepower scrubber 

assumed to operate at full power, half capacity, with a 30 minute particle residence time, and 

52% solids in the slurry, a 5 horsepower vibratory screen operating at full power, and a 5 

horsepower filter press operating at full power. Expected water treatment costs and maintenance 

costs were estimated using CostMine 2016 database.110 The recovery of indium in the leach and 

precipitation step was assumed to be 95% while the recovery in the attrition scrubbing circuit 

was assumed to be 90%. The products of both processes were assumed to be of the same value, 

and the same quantity of zinc was assumed for cementation. 

 
Table 5.4 Economic comparison of selected operating costs and revenues associated with a leach 
circuit and an attrition scrubber pretreated leach circuit 

 
Scrub/Leach Leach 

Feed (metric tonnes) 1000 1000 

Recovery 0.855 0.95 

Total Indium Value (USD) 85500 95000 

Scrubber Circuit Energy Cost (USD) 287 
 

Scrubber Circuit Water Treatment Cost (USD) 1634 
 

Scrubber Maintenance Costs (USD) 654 
 

Acid Cost (USD) 2944 18400 

Base Cost (USD) 4288 53600 

Net Value (USD) 76347 23000 
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Table 5.4 illustrates the amount of acid and neutralizing base consumed is significantly 

decreased in the system with scrubber pretreatment. The cost of added reagents along justifies 

the costs and indium losses associated with scrubbing in this example. The economic advantages 

in a more complete model would also have to take into account the approximately 12-fold 

increase in the leaching plant size, the increased costs associated with pumping 12 times the 

fluid, and the increased losses associated with cementing indium from a more dilute solution. 

 A similar comparison is presented in Table 5.5 comparing the costs of heating the 

material for a pyrometallurgical recovery of indium using a scrubber product feed and an 

untreated LCD screen feed. The model is based on a process presented previously in the 

literature,50 as it will be the most favorable from a cost perspective for this analysis given the low 

operating temperature. However, the indium chlorination reaction is assumed here to occur via a 

gas phase reaction instead of via hydrochloric acid digestion to avoid the same acid consumption 

cost comparison illustrated in the previous example. A natural gas heated furnace operating at 

500°C fed with oxygen enriched air to 50% oxygen with was assumed. Complete combustion 

under perfect stoichiometric conditions was assumed. At operating temperature, the furnace was 

assumed to lose 50% of the input heat to the surroundings. Natural gas was assumed to be 100% 

methane. The mass of the plastic in the screen (assumed 15%) was subtracted from the mass to 

be heated, and the heat content of the plastic was not included in the heat balance equations as 

the same mass could be added to the furnace or sold for value in either case. The recovery of 

indium in the selective volatilization furnace was assumed to be 90%. 

Again, one notes the added costs of processing without the preprocessing step outweigh 

the losses due to imperfect recovery and the added costs of the scrubber treatment under 

conditions favorable to the route without pretreatment. Additional costs not compared here are 

those associated with the much larger furnace size, increased volumes of off-gas, and materials 

handling equipment (loaders, conveyors, etc.). The magnitude of such costs is expected to be 

exacerbated by the materials of construction limitations imposed by the chloride environment 

required for low temperature vaporization of indium.  
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Table 5.5 Economic comparison of selected operating costs and revenues associated with a 
selective vaporization of indium chloride with and without an attrition scrubbing pretreatment  

 
Scrub/Pyro Pyro 

Feed (metric tonnes) 1000 1000 

Recovery 0.81 0.9 

Total Indium Value (USD) 81000 90000 

Scrubber Circuit Energy Cost (USD) 287 
 

Scrubber Circuit Water Treatment Cost 

(USD) 1634 
 

Scrubber Maintenance Costs (USD) 654 
 

Natural Gas Cost (USD) 1563 16608 

Net Value (USD) 76862 73392 

 

It should be noted that these results in no way suggest the overall economic viability of 

any overall process. Instead, the results merely suggest that if indium is to be recovered from 

waste LCD screens, the preprocessing step described in the present work are expected to have 

economic advantages relative to direct chemical processing routes. 

5.3.4 Scrubbing Impact on LCD Glass 

As with indium recovery from geologic ores, the economic justification for indium 

recovery from waste LCD screens is improved as more different components of the material are 

valorized. A number of published studies suggest the glass could be sold as an additional revenue 

stream; however, the proposed applications are limited to low value uses such as pozzolanic 

material or feed for sintered ceramics 65,66,109. These approaches are effective low-value uses of 

the LCD glass. The suitability of waste LCD glass for higher value glass applications may be 

limited by the content of elements used in the semiconductor layers of the glass. Removal of 

some of these materials from the glass would likely constitute an improvement in the 

marketability of LCD glass for higher value applications for which elements like copper, indium, 

cerium, and titanium are undesirable. As a result, the coarse product generated by the scrubbing 

process may constitute a more valuable glass product than the feed material that contains ITO 

and other semiconductor layers. Qualitative observation of the glass cleaning of semiconductor 

layers on the glass surface can be seen by comparison of Figure 5.7A and Figure 5.7C.  
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Table 5.6 Chemical composition of scrubber feed material and coarse (+50 mesh) and fine (-50 
mesh) particle size fractions. Values for feed and fine columns represent measured values, and 
the coarse values are calculated from the mass balance 

 
Feed (%) Fine (%) Coarse (%) 

SiO2 56.48 52.78 56.78 

Al2O3 16.71 15.47 16.81 

MgO 0.774 0.732 0.777 

CaO 6.18 6.43 6.16 

SrO 2.1 2.01 2.11 

BaO 3.49 2.42 3.58 

Na2O 0.151 0.138 0.152 

As2O3 0.622 0.665 0.618 

Fe 0.107 0.642 SS 

Ni 0.001 0.051 SS 

Cr 0.0123 0.171 SS 

Cu 0.0088 0.0431 ND 

SnO2 0.118 0.164 0.114 

In2O3 0.0159 0.2306 ND 

CeO2 ND 0.094 ND 

TiO2 0.0055 0.195 ND 

ND = not detected, detection limit = 10 mg/kg 
SS = not calculated due to stainless steel contamination 

 

Table 5.6 provides a more quantitative illustration of the cleaning process through 

presentation of the mass balance for various elements contained within the screen in the original 

feed material and the fine and coarse products generated from the attrition scrubbing process.  

As expected, components of the bulk glass are slightly depleted in the fine indium 

concentrate. Among the elements enriched in the fine product are iron, nickel, and chromium; 

these elements increase in the fine product in proportions roughly equivalent to their alloying 

ratios in 304 stainless steel which composes the scrubbing blades. The slow abrasion of the 

scrubber blades is to be expected due to the highly abrasive character of the glass and is not 

expected to limit the viability of the operation. Other elements enriched in the fine product 

include copper, indium, tin, cerium, and titanium.  
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The removal of copper (used in surface electrical circuitry), indium (as ITO), cerium (as 

CeO2 used in glass polishing), and titanium (as TiO2 used as an adhesion promoter) from the 

coarse product below 10 mg/kg improves the utility of the coarse for glass manufacturers seeking 

a secondary source of glass. While tin is included as a component of ITO and is therefore 

enriched in the fine product, it is also a component of the bulk glass either as an intentional 

additive or contaminant from electrodes or a tin float bath. For this reason, it is not surprising 

that tin concentration is only modestly reduced from the feed material in the coarse product. 

After scrubbing much of the cleaned glass product remains adhered to the plastic 

polarizer backing. Admittedly, before admission into a conventional glass recycling stream, a 

plastic/glass separation similar to those found elsewhere in the LCD literature87 or in the 

automotive windshield recycling industry.110 

5.4 Conclusion 

 Direct recovery of indium from LCD screens via hydro and pyrometallurgical techniques 

is a costly proposition due to the low indium contents of the material. The surface confinement 

of indium on LCD screen glass enables the beneficiation of indium via attrition scrubbing. 

Attrition scrubbing of LCD screen shredder residues is a low-cost process over which a high 

degree of control can be imposed ultimately leading to the production of a higher concentration 

indium product which may be economically processed by current industrial refining methods. 

Through the abrasion of elements contained in the semiconductor layers of LCD glass, the 

abraded glass residue may be more readily recycled into glass products which require decreased 

contaminant loads. These features of the attrition scrubbing process are thought to provide 

significant commercial advantages relative to methods for direct recovery of indium from the 

bulk screen described previously in the literature. 

Notes 
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CHAPTER 6 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

More and more specialty metals are being employed in consumer products that are 

distributed everywhere consumers are.111 Such metals often occurring in low concentrations such 

as indium in liquid crystal displays (LCDs), high purity silicon in solar panels, and rare earth 

metals in hard disk drive magnets are not recovered in conventional electronic waste processing 

facilities that are deployed regionally.91  Instead, processes specifically tailored to capture these 

metals must be developed if these materials are to be recovered. 

Demonstrations of technically feasible methods for recycling materials of all kinds are 

abundant in the academic literature. However, increasingly the reason most landfilled materials 

are not recycled is not that a technical solution does not exist, but that there exist more 

economically efficient means of satisfying the market’s demand for said materials.112 In order to 

begin to assess the merits of any tailored processing approach from a technical and economic 

point of view, it is critical to assess the amount of material that could be sourced by such a 

facility on an annual basis and the ideal location of such a facility. Only with knowledge of the 

expected throughput will a processor be able to assess the extent to which one will be able to (1) 

sell the produced commodity to manufacturers who require large volumes from vendors to limit 

material qualification expenses, (2) rapidly pay back expenses for capital equipment and (3) 

justify the employment of laborers for automated process.  

6.1.1 Transportation costs in waste collecting 

For materials with a low specific value, transportation costs can quickly make sourcing 

large volumes of material prohibitive,113 but studies addressing the question of to what extent 

low value materials can be processed to take advantage of economies of scale as a result of 

geographical dispersion are not known to the author. 

Development and optimization of reverse logistics networks have been explored in the 

academic literature for some time.114 However, many look at manual disassembly and 

remanufacturing scenarios for which capital and operating costs can be reasonably treated as 

scaling linearly.115 In some cases processing facilities are assumed to be available in only one 

size and cost.116,117 However, for highly mechanized processes – particularly those that process 
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materials in a bulk rather than one-by-one fashion – both the labor fraction of the operating cost 

and the capital cost are non-linear with respect to throughput. 

Ponce-Cueto et al. have studied reverse logistics with discussion of sourcing sufficient 

quantities of scrap mobile phones to justify a recycling facility from a qualitative perspective.118 

A recent study of end-of-life (EoL) lithium ion batteries has investigated the minimum 

throughput for a recycling facility which would allow the facility to be profitable, but the 

geographical dispersion of the feedstock was not taken into account as a flat processing cost 

assumption was used based on data from operating battery recyclers.119 Jin et al. perform a 

reverse logistics optimization on collection of waste NdFeB magnets from hard drives and 

electric automobile motors that treats transportation costs as a function of distance, but only 

considers five states as possible dismantling facility locations and three states as possible 

recycling facility locations due to favorable socio-economic, political, and geographic 

characteristics.120 For an operation with relatively high profitability per tonne of material 

processed, such geographical pickiness might be reasonable, but for low specific value materials, 

such a restriction becomes tenuous.  

6.1.2 Waste LCDs in North America 

6.1.2.1 Mass of LCD Waste  

In the North America, LCDs have become a particularly problematic waste stream. Like 

CRTs, LCDs must be handled carefully to avoid the release of toxic heavy metals during 

disassembly. The US EPA estimated that 595,000 tons of monitors were disposed of in the US in 

2010, with only about one third of that mass being recycled.121 That makes these devices 

representative of roughly a quarter of all of the e-waste disposed of in the US that year. In 2010, 

this waste stream was primarily composed of CRTs, but LCDs have quickly come to dominate 

the waste stream.  

6.1.2.2 E-waste recycling economics 

Especially with the growing concern for critical materials and the development of a 

circular economy, an increasing number of published investigations have explored the economic 

potential of recycling electronic scrap. At the lowest level of detail, many studies have 

determined concentrations of various commodities present in various e-waste and with the value 

of these commodities estimated, have estimated the possible revenue that can be recovered per 

unit of waste and in specific markets.122 For improved detail, Dahmus and Gutowski formulated 
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a model that demonstrates the ability to distinguish EoL materials with modest to high recycling 

rates from those with extremely low recycling rates by using an information theory based 

approach to take into account the difficulties of recovering materials found in dilute 

concentrations or complex mixtures.123 Process-level or market specific economic modelling has, 

naturally, been implemented to estimate the economic viability of specific recycling solutions 

(Gregory et al., 2009; Salhofer et al., 2011); however, quite rare in the literature are such studies 

which take into account the impacts of the scale of the process. 

The present investigation develops a model to estimate the amount of material that could 

be most profitably transported to a centralized facility and the location of that facility by 

optimizing for processor internal rate of return (IRR) based on scaling functions for capital cost 

and operating costs, feedstock shipping costs, and feedstock source landfill costs. As a case study 

this model is applied to a process for liquid crystal display screens following their removal from 

devices at regionally deployed electronics recyclers. 

6.2 Material and Methods 

6.2.1 Scrap Generation 

In practice, LCD containing devices are submitted to electronics recyclers where these 

devices are dismantled to recover circuit boards, metals and plastics. LCD screens are currently 

removed from these devices and landfilled. 

The present model considers the United States and Canada where LCD screen scrap is 

assumed to be generated at a rate of 362 g per person per year based on U.S. sales data, U.S. 

population, average product lifetimes, and average screen masses for tablets, computer monitors, 

and televisions. For details see Appendix A. Of the material expected to be generated in 2018, 

100% material is assumed to be submitted to electronics recyclers in states with legislated 

landfill bans, and 20% in states without. Based on a recent report from the Basel Action 

Network,125 half of the material submitted to electronics recyclers is assumed to be exported 

from the US and therefore unavailable for domestic recycling. All LCD material available for 

domestic recycling originating in a given state or province is assumed to be generated in the most 

populous city of each.  
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6.2.2 Economics of plant operation 

6.2.2.1 Cost of Scrap Acquisition 

Scrap material is assumed to be transported to a central processing location for the cost of 

transportation less the average cost to landfill in the state or province where the material was 

generated. Only transportation by truck is considered as the majority of electronics recyclers do 

not have direct access to rail. A transportation cost of 0.10 USD/tonne/mi round trip was 

assumed126 with distances between the most populous cities in the respective regions compiled 

from Google Maps. Average landfill tipping fees per state were collected from the 

Environmental Research & Education Foundation127 or from state/province government 

websites. Landfill tipping fees and transportation distances used can be found in the digital 

appendix. The cost to transport material to the central location is termed the cash flow of 

recruitment (CFR). 

6.2.2.2 Processing Economics 

A processing flow sheet for the present economic model has been prepared based on a 

number of published investigations and professional society documents into valorization of 

waste LCD screens.42,43,69,128 The modeled process produces glass cullet, plastic scrap, acetic 

acid, potassium iodide, and indium concentrate. The products of the operation were assumed to 

be sold for $75.80 per tonne of feed material. Processing costs can generally be split into fixed 

and variable costs119 according to Equation 6.1  

 𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶𝑃,𝐹 + 𝐶𝑃,𝑉𝑇 (6.1) 

where CP is the processing cost, CP,F the fixed processing cost, CP,V the variable processing costs, 

and T the throughput for the plant. Fixed costs include labor costs and are independent of 

throughput. Variable costs include reagent consumption, wastewater treatment, waste landfilling, 

electricity, and maintenance and scale linearly with throughput. Fixed and variable operating 

costs are assumed to be 170,000 USD and 6.96 USD/tonne, respectively. The process revenue 

less the processing costs give the cash flow of processing (CFP). 

6.2.3 Capital Expenditure 

The capital expenditure for a plant of 11,000 tonnes/yr was estimated using equipment 

values from CostMine. For such a plant, Lang factors129 were used to calculate the installed plant 

cost, and the rule of six-tenths130 was used to estimate the capital expenditure of plants of 

different capacities. 
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6.2.4 Optimization 

Internal rate of return (IRR) is used to calculate the extent to which a financial investment 

is recuperated over time based on a series of cash flows. From an infrastructure and business 

planning perspective, this relative measure is of greater value than an absolute measure like 

profit. A 10-year, pre-tax IRR is used in this case. IRRs were calculated for each state as a 

function of mass of material recruited by incrementally adding the available LCD screen wastes 

available on a state by state basis from low CFR to high. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Model Outputs 

For the assumptions outlined in section 2 (Scenario 1), Figure 6.1 shows the CAPEX, 

CFR, and CFP associated with the plant operation in New York. As shown in Figure 6.1A, with 

each addition of material from another region, the average cost per tonne to recruit material 

(CFR) increases, the average cost per tonne to process material (CFP) decreases, and the capital 

expenditure (CAPEX) increases.  

 

 

Figure 6.1 A) Cash flow and CAPEX estimates for plants of increasing size built in New York 
B) Geographical representation of the cash flows associated with recruitment of LCD material to 
New York from various regions 
 

For Scenario 1, plants in New York and New Jersey have the highest estimated IRRs 

(both 15%). For New York, one can observe in Figure 6.1 that the economics of processing 

material improve rapidly as plant capacity increases to about 10,000 tonnes of material processed 

per year. Above this throughput the fixed operating costs become sufficiently diluted that 

additional material processed does little to reduce the CFP. While the capital expenditure 
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increases according to the rule of six-tenths, the maximum IRR occurs in this case just shy of 

11,000 tonnes. 

For a closer look at the cost of recruiting material from various geographical regions, 

Figure 6.1B shows the modeled cost of recruiting material to a processing facility in New York. 

In the highest IRR case, the cutoff for sourcing material bounds the northeastern United States, 

Quebec, and Ontario. As constructed, the model uses $0.2/tonne/mile for trucking costs 

assuming the recycler must pay for the truck’s return trip without sharing the cost with another 

material shipment. Without having to pay for an empty return trip, it is conceivable that more 

material could be sourced from the Midwest. 

For Scenario 1, the expected 10-year IRR for all states and provinces is plotted by in 

Figure 6.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Map chart showing IRR associated with locating a plant in North American states and 
provinces 
 

One can quickly discern that the most population dense regions of North America are 

those with the most profitable plant projections. This is due to the reduced costs associated with 

recruiting large masses of scrap LCD screen. The high population density in the northeast 
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combined with the high landfill tipping fees make the return on investment highest in this region. 

Figure 6.2 also shows a high IRR calculated for California. However, the model underestimates 

the required transportation costs associated with consolidating materials in states like California 

with two large but geographically distant metropolitan areas that dismantle EoL electronics.  

In Figure 6.3, IRR is shown as a function of material processed in Scenario 1 for each 

state or province studied in order to show the potential impact on profitability if a plant were 

designed above or below the business-optimal capacity. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Profitable processing scenarios IRR versus mass of material processed per year for all 
profitable regions with a few key regions called out separately 
 

For Scenario 1, it is interesting to note that for any desired indium recovery target above 

that associated with the optimal business case, New York and New Jersey remain the most 

economically preferred solutions. In other words, if an indium concentrate production rate 

greater than the model suggested optimum for New York were desired, it would still be 

advantageous to locate the processing plant there and transport material from increasing 

distances rather than to build a plant further southwest for access to more waste LCD generating 

population in the South and Midwest. Of interesting comparison in this regard is Ohio. While not 

terribly profitable, the peak IRR occurs with a much larger plant capacity, but this peak is much 

lower than the profitability curve for New York at this throughput. On the west coast, California 
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is the most profitable location, but profitability falls off quickly due to the cost of recruiting 

material from greater distances throughout the low population density mountain west. 

6.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses 

Numerous other scenarios were prepared as sensitivity analyses and are shown in Figure 

6.4. In Scenario 2, the same rate of waste LCD generation is used as in Scenario 1, but all waste 

submitted to recyclers is assumed to be processed in the United States rather than exported. In 

Scenario 3, Scenario 1 is replicated but the 25% of the glass material produced is sent to landfill 

rather than sold as product. In Scenario 4, Scenario 1 is replicated but all landfill tipping fees are 

inflated by 10%. In Scenario 5, Scenario 1 is replicated but the value of indium is assumed to be 

750 USD/kg (equal to the peak price of indium over the last 5 years and three times the value 

used in Scenario 1). 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Sensitivity analyses for plants of increasing size built in New York 

 

The reduction in exported waste LCD material represented by Scenario 2 demonstrates 

the largest change in the estimated amount of material optimally processed by a central facility. 

As the amount of material generated by the same geographical region doubles, the increased 

scale of the operation naturally improves the IRR of the same facility. Other small changes to the 

conditions surrounding the actual economics of the operation rather than the amount of material 
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available (Scenarios 3-5) have modest impacts on IRR but do little to impact the amount of 

material to be processed. That is, even an indium price increase such as might be observed in a 

supply shortage would do little to improve the overall economics of the operation enough to 

justify sourcing material associated with greater recruitment costs. This is a typical challenge 

associated with the supply inelasticity of by-product materials 131.  

The inability to source materials from areas which require large transportation costs could 

be overcome if the process profitability were greater. The Industrial Technology Research 

Institute of Taiwan developed a process which won an R&D 100 award in 2017 claimed to be 

capable of generating indium, high-value glass, and liquid crystal products. CFP is estimated to 

be roughly $8,000 per tonne of feed material, approximately two orders of magnitude greater 

than that modeled here 71. While the increase in process revenue as a result of an indium price 

increase (Scenario 5) showed little change in material recruited, comparison against processes 

with order of magnitude difference in CFP illustrate the ability of high revenue process to source 

more material by overcoming increasingly large transportation costs.  

In addition to Scenarios 1 and 5, Figure 6.5 shows the expected maximum profitability 

and associated mass of material processed for Scenario 1 with 2.5 times the CFP (Scenario 6), 

the expected profitability of the ITRI process if glass were unable to be sold and landfilled 

instead (Scenario 7), and the ITRI process as advertised (Scenario 8). The profitability in each 

case is shown relative to the most profitable case in each scenario, and the mass of material 

processed is shown as a fraction of the total material available in the regions studied.  

As the CFP of an operation increases, plant operators can afford to spend more on 

sourcing materials and geographic optimization becomes less important and taxes, local labor 

costs, and environmental regulations become greater drivers of location. One can see in Figure 

6.5 that in Scenario 6, processing facilities can be constructed throughout much of the northeast 

without much impact on profitability. In Scenario 7, a processing facility can be constructed just 

about anywhere in the US or Canada and still recruit all of the waste LCD material from the 

continent. With such high profitability tax, local labor, and local construction costs begin to play 

a much larger role in processing location selection. 
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Figure 6.5 Map charts of profitability relative to the most profitable region in each case and 
material processed relative to the total material available 

 

Of note, the ITRI process has been licensed by a commercial entity that has recently 

established a processing facility in New Jersey.  

6.3.3 Model Limitations 

It is worth noting there are a few limitations to the model described here. Treating LCD 

containing device disposal as a linear function of population is likely not reflective of regional 

trends in consumer preferences, disposable income, and computer-based occupations.  

Actual transportation costs may deviate significantly from modeled transportation costs 

involving states where the most populous city is geographically distant from one or more 

comparably large cities which may support a significant volume of electronic waste processing. 

Prime examples of this phenomenon are California and Pennsylvania. 

The assumption that the cost to recruit material is the cost to truck material from the 

origination point to the processing facility less the cost to landfill material in the state or province 

of origination could err from reality for a number of reasons. The most glaring issue is that in 

some cases waste material is transported further than the local landfill to a lower cost landfill 

further away; this is a common occurrence in Michigan where approximately 20% of landfilled 

material is imported from Canada.132 Further, it is conceivable that some electronics processors 

may be willing to pay a “green premium” above the landfill tipping fee to ensure their material is 

properly recycled while others may require an incentive to change from the current practice of 

landfilling. The scenario could be changed more dramatically if, once a viable LCD screen 
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recycling operation were in place, legal or regulatory requirements were enacted to require that 

the material not be sent to landfill. Also, sufficiently profitable recycling processes are often 

eventually replicated at which point both processors will compete for the scrap material thereby 

driving up the price eventually creating a transportation cost driven dividing line between scrap 

material sourced by the two facilities. The model as described for CFR is, therefore, only 

valuable when the only competition for scrap material is the local landfill. 

While the described model is expected to be effective for obtaining a first-order 

approximation of the volumes one could recruit at a central processing facility via truck, 

depending on the collection scheme and size of the processing equipment, it might be more 

suitable to consolidate material by rail or seafaring vessel or to build a mobile processing plant. 

All these options are outside the scope of this model.  

Finally, it should be noted that a tremendous degree of uncertainly underlies the cash 

flow terms which are based on batch trials of 5 kg of material to estimate the process energy, 

water balance, and maintenance costs for flow sheets that would be expected to operate in a 

continuous fashion at 30,000 times the scale. Revenue estimates for products produced on such a 

scale are subject to similar degrees of uncertainty. The financial numbers presented are believed 

to be useful only on a relative basis and for identification of hot spots which may be managed to 

improve process viability. 

6.4 Conclusions 

In the traditional mining-based economy geographically-concentrated ore bodies allow 

commodity producers to take advantage of economies of scale with little concern for the cost of 

acquiring material. In order to estimate the degree to which a new recycling facility may employ 

economies of scale for a geographically dispersed feedstock, a cost model has been developed. 

This is believed to contribute in a meaningful way to the literature suite of questions that must be 

asked of proposed recycling technologies enabling one to identify whether it is possible to source 

enough material to profitably operate the process in question. 

The developed model has been applied to the expected distribution of EoL LCD screen 

material in the United States and Canada. The various sensitivity analyses applied to this 

scenario reveal what many have previously identified: in order to make indium recovery 

possible, a recycler must be able to valorize the glass that composes roughly 85% of the mass of 

the feed material. For a process with similar economic considerations to the presently described 
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process, the North American plant with the optimal IRR is expected to be located in New York 

or New Jersey and to process between 10,000 and 12,000 tonnes of LCD screen material 

annually. The first LCD screen processing facility in the United States has been located in New 

Jersey. Based on conditions investigated, the most likely cause for a large change in this 

business-ideal processing range is a reduction in electronic waste export. 
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CHAPTER 7 ABRASION MODELING 

7.1 Introduction 

 Previous research has demonstrated the viability of abrasive specific comminution 

approaches such as attrition scrubbing for low cost beneficiation of indium from LCD glass.42 To 

further investigate the viability of such an approach at the pilot and production scale, there are 

many types of abrasive specific comminution equipment that may be employed.  

7.1.1 Abrasion Specific Comminution 

 There are a number of geological products which require the cleaning of surface 

contaminants in order to be ultimately valuable in a downstream application. While some of 

these abrasive processes are for processing intermediates such as cleaning an ore surface for 

flotation, some of the more important modern applications are cleaning silica sand of surface 

clays in preparation for either glassmaking or use as frac sand.133 These units have further found 

use in waste applications such as cleaning plastics, glasses, and contaminated soils. For this 

multitude of applications, there exists a multitude of types of abrasive cleaning equipment. The 

attrition cell imparts the most aggressive abrasion, with an energy requirement typically in the 

range of 5-10 kWh/tonne of feed.134 Log washers, named for the inclined rotating logs to which 

steel paddles were fixed, are the next most aggressive – frequently processing larger material 

with an energy requirement of 2-5 kWh/tonne.134 Conditioners or blade mills are designed to 

liberate light clays and dirt from either coarse or fine substrate.134  A summary of the processing 

conditions for these types of equipment is found in Figure 7.1. 

7.1.2 Comminution Modelling 

Abrasive comminution, like all comminution, is a complex process not amenable to many 

forms of process monitoring. While power draw, acoustic sensors, work indexes, critical speeds 

and particle size distributions have allowed insight into the processes underlying comminution 

operations, approaches to optimization of comminution operations have long relied on highly 

empirical, black-box approaches. 
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Figure 7.1 Ore-washing equipment selection guide adapted from the SME Handbook134 

 

Fred Bond developed the first of these powerful and well-known models by correlating 

the rate at which the P80 for a given ore decreases as energy is drawn by the mill.135 Eventually, 

careful particle size distribution accounting and the use of population balance models and 

associated selection and breakage functions allowed the tracking of changes to a whole particle 

size distribution during comminution.136 While both of these models enabled improved design of 

comminution operations, the only predictive capability they possess relies on the assumption that 

all energy is equally effective at reducing particle size. Unsurprisingly, studies of single particle 

breakage have identified low energy efficient collisions – for example, low energy impact 

conditions where no damage occurs and high energy impact conditions where excessive fines are 

generated.137  

While understanding the types and magnitudes of collisions occurring in a comminution 

environment is exceedingly difficult via experimental approaches, advances in the accessibility 

of computational power have made simulation of such environments increasingly tractable. 

Rajamani et al. were among the first to demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach by 

predicting the particle size distribution of limestone in a laboratory mill with a reasonable degree 
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of accuracy by using a 2D discrete element method (DEM) model.138,139 Since that time, a 

multitude of DEM studies have been published – most frequently in order to optimize breakage 

(or non-breakage) conditions in bulk processes by studying estimated distributions of collision 

energy. By identifying threshold collision energies associated with different modes of fracture, 

one can estimate selection and breakage functions for particles in a certain milling environment 

based on the energy spectra.140,141 

The use of DEM to study fracture in traditional comminution operations is far more 

frequent than the study of abrasion. Perhaps the most frequent studies of abrasion using DEM are 

applied to tumbling and coating and pharmaceutical tablets. Kodam successfully modeled the 

attrition of cylindrical pharmaceutical tablets with a reasonable degree of accuracy by applying 

the models of Ghadiri and Zhang142 and Archard143 for corner rounding and abrasion of faces, 

respectively.144  

7.1.3 DEM Overview 

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a process-modeling tool used to predict the 

behavior of granular materials. The method makes use of relatively computationally simple 

expressions for contact mechanics which, with recent increases in the availability of 

computational power, enable insight into increasingly complex problems such as equipment 

wear, particle fracture in bulk processes, and comminution and mixing equipment power 

requirements.145 

This simplification allows the solution of Newton’s equations of motion for translation 

(Eq. 7.1) and rotation (Eq. 7.2) to be solved. 

 𝑚𝒊 𝑑2𝑑𝑡2 𝑟𝒊 = 𝑓𝒊 + 𝑚𝒊𝑔 (7.1) 

 𝐼𝒊 𝑑𝑑𝑡 𝜔𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 (7.2) 

where 𝑚𝒊 is the mass of particle 𝑖, 𝑟𝒊 its position, 𝑓𝒊 the total force acting upon it, 𝑔 the 

acceleration due to gravity, 𝐼𝒊 its moment of inertia, 𝜔𝑖 its angular velocity, and 𝑡𝑖 the total 

torque.  

7.1.3.1 Normal force model 

Instead of taking a physical approach to true contact mechanics, one common simplified 

approach treats particle collisions as spring and dashpot systems in which each particle is 

assigned a spring constant and some damping coefficient that accounts for energy converted to 
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acoustic, thermal, or surface energy during the collision. In the simulation, particles are allowed 

to overlap as shown in Figure 7.2. 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Particle overlap allowed in DEM simulation used to determine the repulsive force between 

particles 

 

The spring dashpot model is frequently used to estimate the normal force exerted on the 

particles engaged in overlap. The calculated force is represented by Equation 7.3:  

 𝑓𝑛 = 𝑘𝛿 + 𝛾0𝑣𝑛 (7.3) 

where 𝑓𝑛 is the force acting on both particles normal to the collision surface, 𝑘 the spring 

constant, 𝛿 the overlap, 𝛾0 a damping coefficient, and 𝑣𝑛 the velocity of the particle oriented 

towards the collision surface.145 

 A model found to be more reliable in non-spherical particle modeling is the hysteretic 

linear spring model proposed by Walton and Braun.146 Further, when studying particles with 

large flat faces discretized by triangles, the hysteretic linear spring model is least susceptible to 

the instabilities caused by multiple contacts on the same face.147 As implemented in Rocky, the 

hysteretic linear spring model is described according to Equation 7.4: 

 

𝛿 
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 𝐹𝑛𝑡 = { min(𝐾𝑛𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑡 , 𝐹𝑛𝑡−∆𝑡 + 𝐾𝑛𝑢∆𝑠𝑛)  𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑠𝑛 ≥ 0    max(𝐹𝑛𝑡−∆𝑡 + 𝐾𝑛𝑢∆𝑠𝑛, 𝜆 𝐾𝑛𝑙𝑠𝑛𝑡 ) 𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑠𝑛 < 0 (7.4) 

where Fnt and Fnt-Δt are the normal elastic-plastic contact forces for the present and previous time 

steps respectively. Δsn is the normal overlap increase for the contact between the current and 

previous time steps. Snt and snt-Δt are the normal overlap values for the present and previous time, 

respectively. Knl and Knu are the loading and unloading stiffness values, respectively. λ is a 

dimensionless constant; in this case 0.001 is used. 

With the incorporation of friction effects, sorting functions, and defining particles at the 

grain rather than particle level, powerful simulations have been generated for particle flows, 

mixing, and comminution. 

7.1.3.2 Tangential force model 

 During any overlap event, the tangential force is modelled according to Equation 7.5.148 

 𝐹𝜏𝑡 = min (|𝑭𝜏,𝑙𝑡 |, 𝜇𝐹𝑛𝑡) 𝑭𝜏,𝑙𝑡|𝑭𝜏,𝑙𝑡 | (7.5) 

where 𝐹𝜏𝑡 represents the tangential force, 𝜇 the coefficient of friction (static or dynamic 

depending on whether sliding takes place at the contact), 𝐹𝑛𝑡  is the contact normal force, and 𝑭𝜏,𝑙𝑡  

is the elastic frictional normal force: 

 𝑭𝜏,𝑙𝑡 = 𝑭𝜏𝑡−∆𝑡 − 𝐾𝜏∆𝑠𝜏 (7.6) 

where 𝑭𝜏𝑡−∆𝑡 is the tangential force at the previous time step, ∆𝑠𝜏 is the tangential relative 

displacement of the particles during the time step, and 𝐾𝜏 is the tangential stiffness which is the 

normal loading stiffness for the contact modified by a tangential stiffness ratio. 

7.1.3.3 DEM Outputs and Utility 

Numerous parameters can be tracked during a DEM simulation: particle position, 

components of a particle’s velocity vector (tangential, radial, absolute, etc), and sliding distance 

among others; however, the most commonly used in comminution modeling are the collision 

energy distributions. Represented as either collision frequency or power dissipation for either the 

normal or tangential component, these distributions represent in aggregate the intensity of 

collisions occurring during the simulation. One popular example is the normal collision energy 

distribution for ball mills compared to tower mills for fine particles such as has been developed 

by Radziszewski and Allen shown in Figure 7.3.149 
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Figure 7.3 Normal (left) and tangential (right) collision energy spectra for similarly powered 
stirred and ball mills149 

 

More power dissipation in shearing events and the dominance higher energy collisions in stirred 

mills are often pointed to as reasons for the improved energy efficiency metrics found for stirred 

mills in the literature.  

7.1.3.4 Research Aims 

While DEM has begun to revolutionize the operation and design of traditional 

comminution equipment with the increasing availability of computing power, niche 

comminution applications such as abrasive cleaning and their underlying breakage mechanisms 

have received relatively little attention. This research aims to develop a more fundamental 

understanding of attrition scrubbing for coating removal from LCD screen material and create a 

computational model capable of optimizing a mill design thereby limiting the need for expensive 

physical trials. Waste LCD screen serves as an interesting media for these investigations because 

the simplicity of its geometry and the regularity of its coating ease study of the preponderance of 

various fracture mechanisms. Successful modeling of these abrasive phenomena is expected to 

improve not only the design and use of abrasive cleaning equipment for the large industrial 

minerals market and the increasing number of scrap processors using them to separate coatings 

from manufactured products, but also those engaged in traditional comminution looking to either 

increase or minimize the contributions of abrasion to their operations. 
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7.2 Methods 

While DEM models assume a constant coefficient of friction and restitution for all 

impacts, these coefficients have been shown to vary with many parameters including sliding 

velocity and normal force.150–152 This is unsurprising as increased sliding velocity and normal 

force cause more damage and surface area creation – both of which require kinetic energy 

consumption. 

7.2.1Rocky DEM Software 

7.2.1.1 Rocky Input Parameters 

 Inputs for the DEM software include equipment geometries, definition of equipment 

motion, governing physics equations, particle properties, and materials interaction parameters. 

 Equipment geometries were designed according to measurements taken of equipment 

used in experimental studies. For comparisons to different types of abrasion specific 

comminution equipment, photographs of production scale equipment were analyzed to determine 

component ratios. These ratios were used to design various types of equipment of equivalent 

capacity.  

 Defined contact models include the hysteretic linear spring model for normal force, the 

linear spring coulomb limit for tangential force, and the constant adhesive force. Because the 

harder materials are represented by larger spring constants, the time step for simulations 

involving harder particles must be shorter to enable stable results. In order to allow simulations 

of hard particles to be computed more rapidly, all simulated stiffness values can be multiplied by 

a softening factor. Softening factors have been shown to retain simulation stability under many 

circumstances especially when average particle overlaps remain below 0.3% of the particle 

radius.153 

7.2.2 DEM Model Inputs 

Coefficients of friction for all possible combinations of material impacts in the scrubber 

were determined by determining the critical angle at which a top plate began to slide down a 

bottom plate. The results are shown in Table 7.1. While DEM models assume a constant 

coefficient of friction and restitution for all impacts, these coefficients have been shown to vary 

with many parameters including sliding velocity and normal force.150–152 While coefficients of 

static friction are unlikely to represent coefficients of dynamic friction at much higher sliding 

velocities, these values helped identify relative ratios of material pair coefficients of friction. The 
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used coefficients of static and dynamic friction were equal for each pairing and are shown in 

Table 7.2 

 

Table 7.1 Measured coefficients of static friction for combinations of materials found during 

attrition scrubbing of LCD screens 

 
Steel Plastic Glass 

Plastic 0.36 0.35 - 

Glass 0.375 0.29 0.25 

 

Table 7.2 Modeled coefficients of static and dynamic friction for combinations of materials 
found during attrition scrubbing of LCD screens 

 
Steel Plastic Glass 

Plastic 0.50 0.50 - 

Glass 0.525 0.50 0.40 

 

The particle size distribution was calculated by capturing optical images of three splits of 

LCD material and applying thresholds. Sample images are shown in Figure 7.4. Shown in the 

model particle size distribution in Figure 7.5 are particles whose areas represent the median first 

decile, second and third deciles, fourth and fifth deciles, sixth and seventh deciles, eighth and 

ninth deciles, and the tenth decile. Use of this particle size distribution; however, causes the 

model to deviate excessively from reality due to behavior of these long, rigid sheet like particles 

representing the largest decile. In reality, the glass adhered to these particles has been fractured 

due to the action of the shredder causing them to be susceptible to bending at approximately 2 

cm intervals along their length as shown in Figure 7.6.  

Because of the large computational expense of simulating flexible particles, these long 

particles accounted for by the final decile were treated as discrete 2.1 cm long particles. The 

resulting particle size distribution is shown in Table 7.3. 
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Figure 7.4 Original photograph (top) and processed image (bottom) enabling calculation of 
particle size distribution of shredded LCD screen material 
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Figure 7.5 Mass based particle size distributions calculated from three processed photographs 
and the resulting simplified particle size distribution used for DEM simulations 

 

 
Figure 7.6 Photograph of bent piece of LCD shredder residue 
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Table 7.3 Dimension for particles used in DEM simulations and the associated mass fraction of 
total feed 

Particle Length (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm) Mass Fraction 

1 6 8 1.5 10% 

2 11 10 1.5 20% 

3 10 16 1.5 20% 

4 15 16 1.5 20% 

5 21 16 1.5 30% 

 

Real particles are glass/plastic composites. The glass particles are adhered to the plastic 

backing layer with glass representing one of the large faces and plastic representing the other. 

Instead of attempting to simulate these composite particles, two hybrid particles were devised 

such that each exhibited the weighted average density of the composite particle but exhibited on 

both faces either the properties of glass or plastic. A 1:1 blend of these plastic and glass particles 

was used in the simulations. In this way, the mixture of particles possessed the same total surface 

area and number of corners of glass and plastic would be present in a population of plastic/glass 

composite particles.  

A test matrix based on two levels of laboratory scale attrition scrubber loading and four 

tip speeds was used to compare simulated power draw with experimental power draw. For all 

experimental power draw measurements, a no-load power reading for the test agitation rate was 

subtracted from the load power reading to calculated the power draw as a result of the charge. 

The compared experimental and simulated results are shown to correlate reasonably well in 

Figure 7.7. 

The model validated for the laboratory scale mill was applied to a small pilot scale mill 

with roughly ten times the capacity. Pictures of the laboratory and pilot scale attrition scrubbers 

are shown in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9. 
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Figure 7.7 Experimental and simulated power draw for a laboratory scale attrition scrubber 
experiments using shredded LCD screen 

 

 

Figure 7.8 Laboratory scale attrition scrubber. Octagon sides are two inches wide 
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Figure 7.9 Pilot scale attrition scrubber agitator with impeller blades of alternating orientation 
(left) and octagonal vessel (right). For reference, propeller blades are approximately four inches 
in length and octagon sides are four inches wide. 

 

Application of the DEM model calibrated to the laboratory scale scrubber to LCD screen 

in the pilot scale scrubber showed strong correlation to both power consumption and bed height 

measured at the side wall as shown in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. 

 

Table 7.4 Experimental and DEM simulation predicted power draw for the pilot scale attrition 
scrubber under various conditions 

        Power Draw (W)   

 Scale Tip Speed (m/s) Mass Charge (g) Experiment Model Error 
Pilot 3.0 6758 Pilot 3.0 6758 578 598 3.4% 
Pilot 3.6 6552 Pilot 3.6 6552 779 793 1.7% 
Pilot 3.6 7267 Pilot 3.6 7267 912 847 7.2% 

 

For tip speeds below 2.3 m/s, at both the power draw and bed height results indicate substantial 

deviation of simulated results from experimental ones. 
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Table 7.5 Comparison of pilot scale particulate bed height at the scrubber vessel wall between 
experimental and simulated tests 

  Bed Height (in)   

Tip Speed (m/s) Experiment Simulated Error 

1.4 8.5 8.9 5.2% 

2.5 10.2 10.1 1.7% 

3.6 11.2 11.2 0.5% 

 

7.2.3 DEM Breakage Model 

The helpful comminution model will provide insight into the question: how much will it 

cost to produce a product of a certain quality. Having demonstrated the ability to predict power 

draw and therefore electricity cost, the model must demonstrate the ability to give insight into the 

quality of the product that may be produced at that cost. In many comminution cases, the 

resulting particle size distribution determines whether the product is suitable for the application 

in question; however, in this case, the desired product is an indium concentrate. As in the black 

box model generated previously, geometric assumptions about particle size and fracture behavior 

are made in the present model to allow the mass and grade of the indium concentrate generated 

following scrubbing and screening at 50 mesh to be modeled.  

Further, from a fundamental abrasion modeling perspective, the distribution of indium in 

the particle size distribution before and after scrubbing gives an additional unique means of 

assessing the fracture mechanics underlying comminution not commonly found in studies of 

geological material. For example, because indium is fairly uniformly sputtered across only glass 

faces, the indium content in material abraded from particle faces may be expected to be much 

more enriched indium than fine material generated by corner rounding. The product grade then 

may be used to quantitatively assess the contribution of various breakage mechanisms.  

As with many waste product streams that are composites of products produced my many 

manufacturers, a wide degree of heterogeneity is found with waste LCD screens. In order to 

develop a universally applicable model that would be useful for various feed grades of indium, 

experimental trials were compared in dimensionless units of concentrate mass fraction (M’), 

recovery (R’), and upgrade ratio (G’) as defined in equations 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9. 

 𝑀′ = 𝑀𝑃𝑀𝐹 (7.7) 
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 𝐺′ = 𝐺𝑃𝐺𝐹 (7.8) 

 𝑅′ = 𝑀𝑃𝐺𝑃𝑀𝐹𝐺𝐹 (7.9) 

7.2.3.1 Experimental Results 

In addition to the five trials performed and described in Chapter 5, an additional eight 

laboratory scale and two pilot scale scrubbing trials were performed. As in Chapter 5, all samples 

for scrubbing were shredded and split down to the sample size used in scrubbing. One separate 

split from the same batch was screened to calculate M’ and G’ for the -50 mesh fraction for the 

shredded but unscrubbed LCD material. Another was pulverized and analyzed for indium 

content to determine GF. The dimensionless mass fraction, upgrade ratio, and recovery for the 

scrubbing products normalized on the basis of +50 mesh material entering the scrubber are 

shown in Table 7.6. 

 

Table 7.6 Summary of dimensionless results from experimental attrition scrubbing studies for the 
development of particle breakage models. Trial names at left are encoded as scale, tip speed, and 
charge mass. 

  
Scale 

Tip Speed 
(m/s) 

Mass 
Charge (g) 

Time 
(min) 

R’ M’ G’ 

Lab 2.3 662 Lab 2.3 662 7.5 102% 4.7% 21 

Lab 2.3 757 Lab 2.3 757 5 83% 3.0% 27 

Lab 3.0 586 Lab 3.0 586 5 69% 3.8% 18 

Lab 3.0 639 Lab 3.0 639 7.5 77% 4.5% 17 

Lab 3.0 757 Lab 3.0 757 5 75% 3.3% 23 

Lab 3.6 591 Lab 3.6 591 5 67% 3.9% 17 

Lab 3.6 591 Lab 3.6 591 5 75% 4.1% 18 

Lab 3.6 591 Lab 3.6 591 10 88% 5.2% 17 

Lab 3.6 591 Lab 3.6 591 15 97% 6.5% 15 

Lab 4.3 573 Lab 4.3 573 5 75% 5.2% 14 

Lab 4.3 573 Lab 4.3 573 5 79% 5.1% 15 

Lab 4.3 700 Lab 4.3 700 5 81% 4.4% 18 

Pilot 3.0 6758 Pilot 3.0 6758 5 99% 7.5% 13 

Pilot 3.6 6552 Pilot 3.6 6552 5 89% 5.7% 16 

Pilot 3.6 7267 Pilot 3.6 7267 7.5 95% 7.4% 12 
 

DEM simulations with the same scrubber geometry, charge mass, and agitation rate were 

performed to calibrate breakage models. 
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7.2.3.2 Sources of -50 mesh particles 

It is assumed that there are four general breakage scenarios during scrubbing that result in 

particles reporting to the fine product: shredder breakage liberated during scrubbing, coating 

abrasion from glass faces, corner rounding, and bulk fracture. An SEM micrograph illustrating 

the results of these various fracture modes are shown on a particle following one minute of 

scrubbing is shown in Figure 7.10. 

 

 

Figure 7.10 SEM image of scrubbed particle showing large voids left by chips broken off during 
shredding, possible corner rounding, and many small scratches in the indium coating created 
during scrubbing 

 

Totals for mass of concentrate, concentrate grade, and recovery were calculated 

according to Equations 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12.  

 𝑀′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡 =  𝑀′−50,𝐴,𝑡 + 𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡 + 𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡 + 𝑀′−50,𝐹,𝑡 (7.10) 

 𝑅′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡 =  𝑅′−50,𝐴,𝑡 + 𝑅′−50,𝐶,𝑡 + 𝑅′−50,𝑆,𝑡 + 𝑅′−50,𝐹,𝑡  (7.11) 
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 𝐺′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡 =  𝑅′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑀′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡 (7.12) 

where M’-50,Tot,t is the dimensionless total mass fraction associated with the -50 mesh product at 

time t, and M’-50,A,t, M’-50,C,t, M’-50,S,t, and M’-50,F,t are the -50 mess mass fractions generated by 

time t as a result of abrasion of faces, rounding of corners, liberation of shredder fractured 

particles, and bulk fracture, respectively. The same annotations are used for recovery and 

upgrade ratios associated with the product. 

Glass fracture is assumed to only be the result of glass/glass collisions and collisions of 

glass and the steel agitator. For collision energy distributions involving the agitator, collision 

frequency and power contributions are multiplied by a factor or 0.5 to reflect the relative 

participation of glass in the collision events. 

7.2.3.2.1 Coating abrasion 

During scrubbing, the obvious and desired fracture mode is abrasion of ITO and other 

sputtered layers from the underlying glass substrate. To characterize the abrasion resistance and 

fracture behavior of the ITO coatings on the inner surface of the LCD screens, a micro scratch 

tester was employed. Custom LCD glass tips were prepared using glass shards collected 

following scrubbing trials. Scratch trials were performed by lowering the tip to the LCD surface 

and progressively increasing the normal load to 5 N at a 15 mm/min lateral velocity over a 3 mm 

horizontal displacement. Glass tips were observed by scanning electron microscopy both before 

and after scratching to verify that the tips had not fractured during scratching. Representative 

results of these trials are shown in Figure 7.11. 

The color filter glass was given priority as this coating is known to be less abrasion 

resistant and contain the large majority of the indium (see section 4.2). Scratch tests were 

performed on six samples of color filter glass. Pictures of the scratched coating were taken every 

0.3 mm and scratch widths were measured using image processing software. Scratch widths were 

linearly interpolated between measured points. Residual scratch depths were multiplied by 

widths and density to estimate mass ejected per length of scratch.  

 Based on estimates of ITO and glass densities, an indium content of 85wt% in ITO, and 

85:15 indium distribution between CF and TFT glass, and 162 mg/kg of indium in LCD screen, 

the equivalent uniform indium layer thickness was estimated to be 82 nm for CF glass and 14 nm 

for TFT glass. These numbers align well with published literature values.107 With these 

dimensions, the mass ejected per unit of scratch length and grade of material ejected as functions 
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of normal force were calculated and averaged across trials. The results for the CF glass are 

shown in Figure 7.12. Nine total intervals were selected to estimate relationships between the 

mass and grade of abraded particles for various collision energy intervals. 

 

 

Figure 7.11 Representative output of scratch testing. At left are shown the normal load, tip depth 
during scratch, and depth profile of the surface after scratching. At right from top to bottom are 
shown micrographs of the scratched LCD screen at horizontal displacements of 0.3 mm, 0.9 mm, 
and 1.5 mm, respectively. Scale bar represents 20 microns. 

 

Contact sliding distance is not currently available through Rocky software. Instead, mi+1 

is related to mi by the ratios of mass generated per unit of scratch length. The thresholds are 

likewise related to the normal forces for the thresholds used to define the nine intervals selected 

for the plot in Figure 7.12. Upgrade ratios are estimated as the average upgrade ratio across the 

intervals selected from Figure 7.12. Shown in Table 7.7 are the values for threshold tangential 

collision energy, mi, and G’ used to calculate G’-50,A,t where only the first threshold and mi values 

are fitted parameters and the rest are correlated based on the experimental data from Figure 7.12.  

These values allow calculation of M’-50,A, G’-50,A, and R’-50,A as functions of time 

according to Equations 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15: 

 𝑀′−50,𝐴,𝑡 − 𝑀′−50,𝐴,𝑡−∆𝑡 =  (1 − 𝑅′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡−∆𝑡) ∑ 𝑚𝐴,𝑖𝐼𝑖=1 𝑓𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙,𝐴,𝑖 (7.13) 

 𝐺′−50,𝐴,𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙,𝐴,𝑖𝑔𝑖∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙,𝐴,𝑖  (7.14) 

 𝑅′−50,𝐴,𝑡 = 𝑀′−50,𝐴,𝑡𝐺′−50,𝐴,𝑡 (7.15) 
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where mA,i is the mass of -50 mesh particles generated per collision for collision energy interval 

i, gA,i is the grade of material ejected by face abrasion collisions occurring in interval i ,and 

ftcoll,A,i is the frequency of tangential collisions per mass of charge which occur in energy interval 

i for I intervals. The (1-R’) term in Equation 7.12 represents the decreasing availability of ITO 

coating to be delaminated by subsequent collisions as scrubbing continues. 

 

 

Figure 7.12 Mass ejected and indium upgrade ratio of ejected material during scratch testing 

 

Table 7.7 Values of mi and G’ for various collision energy intervals used to calculate the mass 
and upgrade ratio of progeny from abrasion of LCD screen faces. The threshold value represents 
the low energy threshold for the interval. 

Threshold (J) mA,i (g/collision) gA,i 

3.00E-08 5.00E-10 1500 
4.65E-08 1.00E-09 1300 
6.98E-08 9.50E-10 1200 
9.30E-08 2.85E-09 500 
1.16E-07 4.67E-09 500 
1.40E-07 5.28E-09 400 
1.74E-07 6.55E-09 400 
1.95E-07 6.35E-09 300 
1.95E-06 6.35E-08 300 
1.95E-05 6.35E-08 150 
1.95E-04 1.91E-07 100 
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7.2.3.2.2 Bulk fracture 

Bulk fracture is not intended to occur appreciably during attrition scrubbing; however, 

especially in a stirred laboratory unit where particles are large relative to the size of the vessel, 

large forces can be generated. In this model, the -50 mesh mass fraction generated was assumed 

to depend linearly on number of collisions above a threshold collision energy. The threshold 

energy was empirically fit rather than estimated via physical properties. Bulk fracture related 

product was estimated according to Equations 7.16 and 7.17: 

  𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡 −  𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡−∆𝑡 = (1 − 𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡−∆𝑡𝑀′−50,𝐵,∞ )𝑐𝐵𝑓𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙,>𝑡 (7.16) 

 𝐺′−50,𝐵,𝑡 =  (1−𝑅′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡−∆𝑡)𝐺′−50,𝐵,0(𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡−𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡−∆𝑡)+𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡−∆𝑡𝐺′−50,𝐵,𝑡−∆𝑡𝑀′−50,𝐵,𝑡  (7.17) 

where 𝑀′−50,𝐵,∞ is a capping constant reflective of the maximum contribution of bulk fracture, 𝑐𝐵 is the mass of -50 mess particles generated per collision above the threshold collision energy, 

t, and 𝑃𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙,>𝑡 is the normal collision power from collisions of greater energy than collision 

energy, t, and 𝐺′−50,𝐵,0 is the initial grade of material ejected as a result of bulk fractures. 

Constants used in the bulk fracture portion of the model are shown in Table 7.8. 

 

Table 7.8 Fitting parameters for the bulk fracture portion of the DEM breakage model 

t 8.00E-03 𝑐𝐵 5.00E-04 𝐺′−50,𝐵,0 5 𝑀′−50,𝐵,∞ 0.85 
 

7.2.3.2.3 Glass corner rounding 

The rounding of glass corners was found to occur under a wide range of loading 

conditions during glass tip scratch tests. Because tips were found to fracture under such a variety 

of loading conditions, an interval-based approach was used to model glass corner rounding 

similar to abrasion of glass faces. However, no large experimental study was undertaken, and 𝑚𝐶,𝑖 values were fit empirically. The approaches to M’ and G’ calculations for corner rounding 

are shown in Equations 7.18 and 7.19: 

 𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡 −  𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡−∆𝑡 =  (1 − 𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡−∆𝑡𝑀′−50,𝐶,∞ ) ∑ 𝑚𝐶,𝑖𝐼𝑖=1 𝑓𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙,𝐶,𝑖 (7.18) 
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 𝐺′−50,𝐶,𝑡 =  (1−𝑅′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡−∆𝑡)𝐺′−50,𝐶,0(𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡−𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡−∆𝑡)+𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡−∆𝑡𝐺′−50,𝐶,𝑡−∆𝑡𝑀′−50,𝐶,𝑡  (7.19)  

Constants used in the corner rounding portion of the model are shown in Table 7.9 and 

Table 7.10. 

 

Table 7.9 Values of mC,i for various collision energy intervals used to calculate the mass of 
progeny from glass corner rounding. The threshold value represents the low energy threshold for 
the interval. 

Threshold (J) mC,i (g/collision) 
1.00E-10 3.20E-10 
1.50E-09 3.20E-10 
2.25E-08 3.20E-09 
3.38E-07 1.92E-07 
5.06E-06 2.30E-07 
7.59E-05 2.30E-05 
1.14E-03 2.30E-04 
1.71E-02 2.30E-04 

 

Table 7.10 Maximum mass contribution and initial upgrade ratio for the corner rounding portion 
of the DEM breakage model 𝑀′−50,𝐶,∞ 0.064 𝐺′−50,𝐶,0 3 

 

It has been demonstrated in certain high abrasion comminution environments that 

abrasion rate is inversely proportional to the energy dissipation per unit of surface area.154 

7.2.3.2.4 Shredder generated fines 

 When the LCD screens pass through the shredder, a small fraction (1-3%) of the total 

mass is fractured to form -50 mesh particles. For each shredded batch of material, splits were 

taken to and analyzed to determine, feed grade, -50 mesh mass fraction, and -50 mesh fraction 

grade. While this material passed through the scrubbing circuit, all concentrate mass, grade and 

recovery trial metrics were calculated on the basis of the mass and grade of +50 mesh material 

entering the scrubber. Due to the plastic backing layer, however, some of the -50 mesh glass 

material generated by the shredder remains adhered to the larger particles and is not collected by 

screening. Through plastic incineration trials and subsequent screening and XRF analysis, this 

fraction was found to represent about 3.8% of the total LCD screen mass and have an upgrade 
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ratio of nearly ten. While not all of this material may be present at the exposed surface, it is 

likely that some of this material may be liberated during scrubbing due to either high energy 

collisions and/or flexing of the plastic backing layer. The approaches to M’ and G’ calculations 

for liberation of particles fractured during shredding are shown in Equations 7.20 and 7.21: 

 𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡 − 𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡−∆𝑡 = (1 − 𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡−∆𝑡𝑀′−50,𝑆,∞ )𝑐𝑆𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡 (7.20) 

 𝐺′−50,𝑆,𝑡 =  (1−𝑅′−50,𝑇𝑜𝑡,𝑡−∆𝑡)𝐺′−50,𝑆,0(𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡−𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡−∆𝑡)+𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡−∆𝑡𝐺′−50,𝑆,𝑡−∆𝑡𝑀′−50,𝑆,𝑡  (7.21) 

where 𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡 is the average scrubber power draw calculated by the DEM simulation after the draw 

reaches steady state. Constants used in the corner rounding portion of the model are shown in 

Table 7.11. 

 

Table 7.11 Fitting parameters for the liberation of particle fractured during shredding portion of 
the DEM breakage model 𝑐𝑆 2.00E-04 𝐺′−50,𝑆,0 10 𝑀′−50,𝑆,∞ 0.01 

  
  

7.2.4 Verification and application of the breakage model 

The fitted model was tested for its predictive capabilities by comparing the results to one 

additional pilot scale scrubbing trial. Based on estimates of optimal plant capacities calculated in 

Chapter 6, scrubber models for five common industrial scrubber geometries were constructed to 

model a single stage of a 2-stage scrubbing system capable of processing 236 kg per stage at a 

residence time of five minutes. Images of these geometries are shown in Figure 7.13. Scrubbers 

A3 and A5 are identical with the exception of the  two additional propellers in A5. Scrubber A5 

was designed to have the same spacing between propeller tiers as did the pilot scrubber. Scrubber 

B was designed to be a shorter and wider version of scrubber A3. All scrubbers were designed to 

have identical volumes and charge masses. A concise list of measurements for the production 

scrubbers and the pilot scrubber can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 7.13 Images of the five commercial scrubber geometries simulated in this study. Scrubber 
A5 is a copy of scrubber A3 with five impellers instead of three such that the impeller spacing is 
equal to the pilot scale scrubber. 

 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

The fit of the breakage model to experimental results in terms of concentrate mass 

fraction and upgrade ratio is shown in Figure 7.14. The fit for most cases, especially at the 

shorter processing times, is quite good.  

Upgrade ratio model predictions exhibit a strong correlation with experimental results. 

The largest deviations are represented by over predictions of grade in the two pilot trials. With 

the mass fraction of concentrate appropriately modeled, high estimates for upgrade ratio are the 

result of the grade associated with face abrasion. The binned collision energy approach to 

estimating mass and grade of ejected particles treats contacts of low normal force and high 

sliding distance the same as those of low normal force and high sliding distance. Especially due 

to the dramatically differing material flow patterns in the lab and pilot scale attrition scrubbers, 

one might expect sliding distance distribution to differ significantly. The model as formulated 

appears to over predict the upgrade ratio by about 10%.  
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The other significant outliers are all for laboratory scale scrubbing trials greater than five 

minutes in duration. While the morphology of many of the large particles stays largely the same 

with abrasion of their faces and rounding of their corners, the increasing presence of fines in a 

mill have been shown to effect the breakage of large particles.155 It would not be surprising in 

this case if as >3-5wt% of fines generated from other abrasive events reduced the rate of 

subsequent abrasion such that the true M’ were less than the model predicted values. 

The mass contributions of the various breakage mechanisms can be observed as functions 

of time as shown in Figure 7.15. The contributions of the various breakage modes to indium 

recovery are shown in Figure 7.16. These plots reveal model predictions that while only a small 

fraction of the material in the mass concentrate come from abrasion of faces, this material 

accounts for the vast majority of the indium contained in the product. This is in line with a 

physical understanding of the process, for the mass fraction of the indium containing coatings 

susceptible to delamination by surface abrasion is less than 0.4% (assuming a 2.5 micron coating 

thickness). In all experimental scrubbing trials, M’ has been much larger than this.  As 

formulated the model suggest that corner rounding is responsible in all cases for much of the rest 

of the low indium content mass contribution.  

The major impact on the model as the corner and face abrasion breakage terms are most 

important is the tangential collision energy distribution. This distribution is shown for the three 

selected trials along with the normal collision energy distribution in Figure 7.17. One can 

observe the substantial increase in the tangential collision intensities found in the pilot scale trial 

compared to both lab trials shown. All lab trials show nearly the same peak tangential collision 

energy regardless of tip speed. The pilot trials show the same trend. While the 4.3 m/s lab trial 

shows lower peak tangential collision energy relative to the 3.0 m/s lab trial, higher energy 

collisions (>10-4 J) are more frequent for the 4.3 m/s lab trial. The reason the pilot scale scrubber 

has much higher rates of M’ and R’ increase, according to the model, is the shift in the tangential 

collision energy distribution to higher energies.  

The bulk fracture component of the breakage model is expected to be small in attrition 

scrubbing. Interestingly, a high energy glass/glass collision peak is found in the normal collision 

spectra for the Lab 4.3 573 trial. This is the only trial that shows such a high energy peak; the 

Lab 4.3 700 trial does not. This is notable as the M’ values at five minutes for both of these trials  
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Figure 7.14 Mass (top) and upgrade ratio (bottom) of -50 mesh concentrate generated as a result 
of scrubbing. Experimental data shown as dots and model predictions shown as curves. 
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Figure 7.15 Concentrate mass contributions by abrasion of faces, corner rounding, bulk fracture, 
and liberation of shredder progeny as functions of time for the Lab 4.3 573 (top), Lab 3.0 757 
(middle), and Pilot 3.6 7267 (bottom) trial. 
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Figure 7.16 Indium recovery contributions by abrasion of faces, corner rounding, bulk fracture, 
and liberation of shredder progeny as functions of time for the Lab 4.3 573 (top), Lab 3.0 757 
(middle), and Pilot 3.6 7267 (bottom) trial. 
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Figure 7.17 Tangential and normal collision energy distributions for three selected trials 
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are quite different – more different than any other set of equivalent tip speed trials (see Figure 

7.14). While an interesting feature of the model, collisions above the bulk fracture collision 

energy threshold occur only at negligible levels in pilot and production scale simulations. 

With these assumptions in place, the results of additional experimental pilot trial and the 

associated DEM breakage model to test predictive capability are shown in Table 7.12. 

 

Table 7.12 Predictive capability of developed breakage model to additional pilot scale 
experiment  

   Experiment  Model  
 Scale Time R’ M’ G’ R’ M’ G’ 

Pilot 3.0 6758 Pilot 5 98.9% 7.5% 12.9 99.9% 7.2% 13.9 
 

The additional test again correlates well in terms of the concentrate mass generated and exhibits 

the same roughly 10% over prediction of the concentrate grade as seen in the other pilot trials. 

This is suspected to be the result of the model’s agnosticism to scratch length.   

7.3.1 Production Scale Projections 

As abrasion of particle faces is the dominant contributor to both a high-grade concentrate 

and total indium recovery, comparison of the tangential collision energy distributions for 

production scrubbers is expected to give the best insight into effective scrubbing. These 

distributions are show for tip speeds 3.6 and 4.3 are shown in Figure 7.18. Analysis of 

production scale geometries for collision energy spectra reveals that all production scale 

scrubbers induce collisions of lower energy than the pilot scrubber. Most notably, the scrubber 

A3 – the geometric analog to the pilot scrubber – exhibits a collision distribution of similar shape 

but decreased peak collision intensity for both the same tip velocity and increased tip velocity. In 

fact, for all scrubbers, the increase in agitation rate is shown to increase the frequency of 

collisions at the same collision energy while doing little to increase the energy of these 

collisions. This is a notable observation as it suggests that pilot scale studies revealing sufficient 

agitation may not provide sufficiently intense collisions at the production scale in an analogous 

scrubber to achieve the same degree of cleaning. Worse, increasing the production scale agitation 

rate would be expected to do little to remedy the situation.    
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Figure 7.18 Tangential collision energy spectra for tip speeds 3.6 m/s (top) and 4.3 m/s (bottom) 
for five commercial scrubber geometries with one pilot scale energy spectra included for 
reference. Mass identifiers are excluded from production trial names as all are 236 kg. 
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Figure 7.19 Projected dimensionless concentrate mass, grade, and recovery as functions of time 
for five commercial attrition scrubbers at two different tip speeds 
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Increasingly, it seems, manufacturers are offering scrubbers with five or more propellers 

per shaft. It was assumed that the reduced distance between propellers would increase the 

collision energy. Interestingly, while there exist minor difference between the tangential collision 

energy distributions, there is not significant increase in the peak collision energy intensity. The 

large difference between the pilot trials peak collision intensity and that of scrubber A5 with 

identical spacing between impeller tiers further rules out any possibility that the ratio of impeller 

spacing to particle size plays a defining role in the scrubbing intensity. 

 Projections for the M’, G’, and R’ curves as a function of time in the production scrubber 

geometries investigated are shown in Figure 7.19. The only scrubber showing high recovery of 

indium within the first five minutes is Scrubber B. As observed with the pilot scale scrubbers, 

one may expect an over prediction of grade for the production units as well. However, further 

work would certainly have to be done to validate or improve upon these findings at the 

production scale. Interestingly, as a result of the shift in the tangential collision energy spectrum 

to lower energy, the geometrically proportional scrubber, Scrubber A3, no longer is expected to 

produce rapid recovery of indium.  

While not explored explicitly here, with contract terms for the indium concentrate, the 

outputs of this model allow estimation of the power costs, the value of the concentrate based on 

grade and mass of concentrate generated, and the capital costs based on the estimation of 

required residence time. Application of such a model is expected to be of value provided a rapid 

and reliable testing protocol can be developed to complement such modeling.  

 

Table 7.13 DEM predicted power draw (W) for five commercial attrition scrubbers at two 
different tip speeds 

  Tip Speed (m/s) 

 
 3.6 4.3 

Geometry 

A3 8327 11039 

A5 9647 12178 

B 6691 8820 

C 3757 4981 

D 5270 6646 
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7.3.2 Model Limitations 

The DEM simulations run without accounting for the presence of water. While the model 

has nonetheless been validated across a modest range of agitation rates, the lack of accounting 

for water causes the model to fail to predict the particulate behavior during scrubbing at agitation 

rates at and below about 2.3m/s at the lab scale. Pilot scale tests not detailed here also reveal the 

model’s failure to predict the behavior of slurries at differing pulp densities as even a ~10% 

change in pulp density can reduce the power draw by nearly half and dramatically reduce the rate 

of -50 mesh particle generation. 

As discussed, the model also assumes the longest 10wt% of shredded LCD screen 

particles can be represented as discrete 2 cm long particles instead of longer flexible ones in 

order to prevent the computational burden of simulating flexible particles. While the flexing of 

the plastic backing layer is believed to be the enabler of the release of particles fractured from 

the glass during scrubbing but not liberated, this effect is impossible to capture using the present 

DEM model. Instead, specific power (kWh/tonne) is used to estimate the liberation of these 

particles. This is believed to be the weakest point of the breakage model. 

Finally, the inability to distinguish between collision sliding distance and normal force 

causing long, low energy scratches to appear equivalent to short, high energy scratches limits the 

predictive capability of the model. This is expected to have the largest impact when changing the 

scale of the scrubbing environment. The grade of the concentrate generated in pilot scale 

experiments is lower than the model predictions consistently by about 10%. If a difference in 

sliding distance distributions were the cause, this would mean pilot scale scrubbing produces 

shorter sliding distance, higher energy collisions relative to the laboratory scrubber. Further 

experiment would have to be performed to support or reject this hypothesis.  

Finally, in many eyes, DEM models like those described here are limited in applicability 

by their computational expense. The production scale simulations in this study require about 1.5 

days processing time for 3 seconds of simulation time on an Nvidia P100 GPU. While this is not 

a trivial amount of tiem, with GPU computing, such large computational challenges even with 

highly complex particle geometries are increasingly becoming tractable and possibly even 

relevant to the industrial community.  
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7.4 Conclusions 

A model was developed to predict reasonably well both total and indium mass 

distribution between -50 and +50 mesh mass fractions generated from shredded LCD screen in 

an attrition scrubber. At the production scale, Scrubber B was found to produce the most intense 

tangential collisions and most rapidly recover indium from waste LCD screens. The identified 

tangential collision energy spectra for the production scale units are consistent with the common 

industrial acceptance that Wemco-style scrubbers provide the most intense scrubbing. 

The developed model ought to be tested both at the production scale and with materials 

more commonly processed with attrition scrubbers; however, the model shows promise for 

predicting the breakage conditions occurring in these environments. If validated at production 

scale, the model could certainly be used to design improved scrubbers on the basis of collision 

energy distribution, residence time distribution, and power consumption. 

Further, the model predicts decreased collision intensity found between particles in 

geometrically proportional scrubbers of varying size and the inability to significantly modify the 

collision intensity based on agitation rate matching observations made in industry. It is 

recommended that further study be used to develop either fundamental studies of abrasion 

resistance be used in conjunction with similar modelling efforts or improved pilot mills be 

developed based on analogous collision intensity distributions to production mills rather than 

proportional geometry.  
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

8.1 Conclusions 

Chapter 2 highlighted the limited extent to which EV battery recycling can mitigate the 

risks associated with the cobalt supply chain as it grows to meet the demand of the EV and 

industrial battery markets. This is exemplative of common challenges with closed loop supply 

chain goals: products with long lifetimes and experiencing rapid growth must rely on non-closed 

loop sources of material to build up the base of material that may be used in a closed loop 

fashion. While not detailed in this thesis, the case of indium is an effective comparative example. 

The concern over the indium supply chain is largely with regard to the ability to increase solar 

capacity in the form of ITO electron capture layers and possibly copper-indium-gallium-selenide 

(CIGS) based solar panels. In order to stabilize the indium market via recycling, utilization of a 

waste stream of an established technology to fuel another technology’s growth allows waste 

generation supply and manufacturing demand to align in a much more impactful manner. 

From an indium availability perspective, LCDs are the major possibility for recycling to 

mitigate indium criticality; however, the business case for a process must be made. Two 

interesting approaches were identified in scoping studies: a process beginning with a basic 

treatment to simultaneously debond polarizer from glass substrate, debond indium layers from 

glass substrate, and dissolve both the acetate ion and iodine species from the polarizer, and an 

attrition scrubbing based process for indium recovery followed by milling to separate glass from 

plastic.  

Based on estimated process economics, a material recruitment model capable of 

identifying the optimal size and location of a processing facility for business profitability was 

developed. The model estimates that the optimal facility would process between 10,000 and 

15,000 tonnes of LCD screen material per year and be located in New York or New Jersey. 

Profitability was highly dependent upon geography because the high cost of shipping low value 

material prohibits low waste generation density regions from achieving processing economies of 

scale. 

 A DEM model was prepared and validated for a highly complex material system and 

milling environment with plastic-containing, composite, plate-like particles in a wet environment 

for a moderate range of agitation rates across a range of capacities over one order of magnitude. 
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Simulations of such an environment at a small production scale using half a million particles 

require about 1.5 days processing time for 3 seconds of simulation time on an Nvidia P100 GPU. 

With GPU computing, such large computational challenges are increasingly becoming tractable 

and possibly even relevant to the industrial community.  

 With the assistance of physically motivated breakage functions, a breakage model applied 

to the collision energy distribution output of the DEM model is capable of predicting reasonably 

well the mass fraction of -50 mesh particles generated during scrubbing and the grade of indium 

these particles contain. Simulation of production scale attrition scrubbing environments 

successfully identify the attrition scrubber commonly identified in practice providing the most 

intense scrubbing based on the tangential collision energy distribution. Model predictions expect 

one version of this scrubber to produce an indium concentrate containing about 7% of the mass 

of the feedstock, at an upgrade ratio of about 14 after four minutes of scrubbing. This represents 

a recovery of nearly 99%.  

 The tangential collision energy distribution curves for pilot scale scrubbers were found to 

peak at higher collision energies than those of production scale scrubbers. Further, increases in 

agitation rate were found to only increase the frequency of collision of the same energy rather 

than shifting the curves towards higher energy. Particularly if these same trends are identified in 

scrubbers processing more spherical ore particles, these trends suggest that improved pilot scale 

mill could be designed to better represent the collision intensity expected at the production scale. 

8.2 Future work 

8.2.1 Towards commercialization of indium recovery from LCD screens 

The low potential revenues for indium that could economically be sourced from waste 

LCD screens in North America require that co-products be generated. The key to an economical 

process will be generation of a glass product. A suitable moderate-value application for glass 

cullet containing 0.5 – 1% As2O3 would have to be identified. 

If a coarse glass were required, the basic treatment would likely be preferred while the 

scrubbing approach may be preferred for a fine glass product. 

If scrubbing processes proves viable, acid consumption for the various scrubber products 

would have to be determined and compared. Shipping costs and downstream acid consumption 

could be further reduced by removing more glass gangue by a cleaner stage of attrition scrubbing 

and/or air classification following the initial filtration. These, of course, would decrease the total 
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indium recovery, but would have to be justified or rejected based on business terms. Stainless 

steel fines were found to be a contaminant following scrubbing. While likely to be present at 

minor concentrations in production scale concentrate, a wet magnetic separation could be 

investigated to remove this contamination. One of the larger outstanding uncertainties from a 

cost perspective for this flow sheet is the size of the filtration equipment needed. High priority 

test work would identify and attempt to reduce the required filtration equipment. 

If the basic treatment route were to be further investigated, the identification of ion 

exchange media appropriate for iodide and acetate capture would be of great importance. Iodide 

itself is a very dense ion – it would be interesting to investigate approaches to utilize process 

iodine instead of purchased heavy salt media to perform the float/sink separation. The basic 

treatment route would also require careful attention to solid/liquid separation processes. The very 

fine, flat, and slightly flexible indium concentrate particles can extremely difficult to filter.  

8.2.2 Abrasive DEM modeling 

Of course, it would be helpful to test the predictions of the DEM model for the grade and 

recovery of the product and the power draw at the production scale. With the limited amount of 

pilot work accomplished here, even a design of experiments (DOE) study on the pilot mill with 

conditions expected to be present in the commercial environment would allow much more 

confidence in the predictive capabilities of the model. The cost of such work; however, would 

likely not be justifiable without interest from an interested electronics recycler or equipment 

manufacturer.  

While the trends identified among attrition scrubbers here been generated based on a 

material system very different to those most commonly employed by scrubbers. Until compared 

to a system of spherical particles shown to effectively represent crushed geological particles, the 

trends presented here will be highly extrapolated. If performed, this work could lead to 1) the 

design of attrition scrubbers tailored to abrade a coating of a predetermined toughness and 2) the 

design of pilot equipment and testing procedures that better represent production comminution 

environments. 
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APPENDIX A. MASS OF U.S. LCD SCREEN GENERATED PER CAPITA 

 

Table A.1 Calculation of mass of LCD screen generated per capita per year in the U.S. 

 Computers Tablets Televisions 
Lifetime (yr) 7 5 7 
Sold in year 2018-lifetime (million units) 68.7 54.8 39.9 
Mass LCD Screen (g/unit) 400 100 2500 
Total LCD Screen (t) 132710   
Total US Population (million people) 367   
Mass Screen (g/cap/yr) 362   
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APPENDIX B. SCRUBBER DIMENSIONS 

 

Table B.1 Dimensions for pilot and production attrition scrubbers simulated in Chapter 7. 

 Pilot A3 A5 B C D 

 (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) (in) 

Vessel Height 12.10 35.45 35.45 30.27 32.13 36.51 

Side Length 4.00 11.72 11.72 12.67 27.04 28.61 

Prop Blade Vertical Span 0.63 1.83 1.83 3.08 2.42 2.24 

Center blade 1 height from floor 1.13 3.30 3.30 4.55 4.03 12.97 

Center blade 2 height from floor 3.63 10.62 7.01 13.17 16.47 0.00 

Center blade 3 height from floor 6.13 17.95 10.72 21.04 0.00 0.00 

Center blade 4 height from floor   14.44   

Center blade 5 height from floor   18.15   

Blade tip to center shaft 4.13 12.09 12.09 11.63 9.74 7.78 

Bottom shaft to floor 0.50 1.47 1.47 3.12 2.82 1.92 

Shaft Diameter 1.25 3.66 3.66 3.12 1.62 1.71 

45 deg angle width 1.00 2.93 2.93  0.00 0.00 

Blade tip angle 40.00 45.00 45.00 45.00 16.20 N/A 

Blade start angle 40.00 45.00 45.00 45.00 60.00 N/A 

Blade tip length -    6.03 0.00 

prop shaft diam 2.00 5.86 5.86  3.96 3.68 

Baffle Width      2.32 

RPM for tip speed 1 330 113 113 117 140 175 

RPM for tip speed 2 390 133 133 138 165 207 
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APPENDIX C. BREAKAGE MODEL PARAMETERS 

Tables containing breakage model constants from Chapter 7 are reproduced below. 

Constants which were empirically fit are shown in bold while constants experimentally 

determined are shown in regular text.  

 

Table C.1 Values of mi and G’ for various collision energy intervals used to calculate the mass 

and upgrade ratio of progeny from abrasion of LCD screen faces. The threshold value represents 

the low energy threshold for the interval. 

Threshold (J) mA,i (g/collision) gA,i 

3.00E-08 5.00E-10 1500 

4.65E-08 1.00E-09 1300 

6.98E-08 9.50E-10 1200 

9.30E-08 2.85E-09 500 

1.16E-07 4.67E-09 500 

1.40E-07 5.28E-09 400 

1.74E-07 6.55E-09 400 

1.95E-07 6.35E-09 300 

1.95E-06 6.35E-08 300 

1.95E-05 6.35E-08 150 

1.95E-04 1.91E-07 100 

 

 

Much of the high grade material contributing to the grade of the -50 mesh product is the 

result of abrasion of faces. Mass and grade of material ejected during abrasion of faces is 

assumed to correlate to the scratch test composite data represented in Figure 7.12. The results in 

the figure were divided into nine intervals defined by the scratching normal force. This normal 

force was assumed to correlate directly to the DEM collision energy. Because the sliding 

distance was not measured, the correlation between collision energy and mass ejected could not 

be experimentally or theoretically correlated. Instead the mass ejected for the first interval was 

empirically fit. Once the first interval lower bound and mass ejected constant was established, 
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values for subsequent intervals were calculated based on simple ratios between the experimental 

values and modeled values for interval threshold or mass ejected as shown in the equation below: 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑡,𝑛𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑡,𝑛+1 = 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙,𝑛𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙,𝑛+1 

where 𝑉 refers to a generic value, either threshold collision energy or mass ejected, for an 

experimental or modeled parameter at interval 𝑛 or 𝑛 + 1.  

 

Table C.2 Fitting parameters for the bulk fracture portion of the DEM breakage model 

T 8.00E-03 𝑐𝐵 5.00E-04 𝐺′−50,𝐵,0 5 𝑀′−50,𝐵,∞ 0.85 

 

All parameters for the bulk fracture portion of breakage model were fitted parameters, 

except for the mass capping term,  𝑀′−50,𝐵,∞, which reflects the mass fraction of glass in LCD 

screen generally. The upgrade ratio of 5 is in line with what others have observed experimentally 

using other bulk fracture comminution methods. The values for cB and T were empirically 

defined largely to capture the relatively large differences in M’ at 5 minutes between Lab 4.3 576 

and Lab 4.3 700 trials where the Lab 4.3 576 trial simultaneously shows a unique peak in 

collision energy intensity occurring at 0.1 J.  

As mentioned values for corner rounding were empirically determined. Threshold values 

after the initial value were 15 times greater than the prior. Values of mC,I were empirically fit but 

were constrained such that the value for a defined interval must be greater than the value 

assigned to a lower energy interval.  
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Table C.3 Values of mC,i for various collision energy intervals used to calculate the mass of 

progeny from glass corner rounding. The threshold value represents the low energy threshold for 

the interval. 

Threshold (J) mC,i (g/collision) 

1.00E-10 3.20E-10 

1.50E-09 3.20E-10 

2.25E-08 3.20E-09 

3.38E-07 1.92E-07 

5.06E-06 2.30E-07 

7.59E-05 2.30E-05 

1.14E-03 2.30E-04 

1.71E-02 2.30E-04 

 

 

Table C.4 Maximum mass contribution and initial upgrade ratio for the corner rounding portion 

of the DEM breakage model 𝑀′−50,𝐶,∞ 0.064 𝐺′−50,𝐶,0 3 

 

 

Table C.5 Fitting parameters for the liberation of particle fractured during shredding portion of 

the DEM breakage model 𝑐𝑆 2.00E-04 𝐺′−50,𝑆,0 10 𝑀′−50,𝑆,∞ 0.01 

  

 

Values for delayed shredder progeny fines were compared to experimental data. 

Shredded LCD screen was screened at 50 mesh and the coarse product was subjected to 

incineration at 550°C for 5 minutes to remove the plastic backing entirely. The resulting product 

was again screened at 50 mesh and both products were analyzed for indium content. The total 
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unliberated shredder progeny was estimated to account for approximately 3.5% of the total mass 

and have an upgrade ratio of about 10. It is assumed that not all of that 3.5% may be realistically 

liberated during scrubbing but this was used as a maximum possible value when fitting 𝑀′−50,𝑆,∞. The upgrade ratio was assumed equal to that of experiment. The value of 𝑐𝑆 was 

empirically fit.  

Selection and rationalization of fitted parameters 

In order to arrive at the constants for the proposed model, the sum of the squares for the 

deviation between experimental and modeled M’ values was minimized manually. Adjustments 

to all constants were made to confirm that the current formulation of the model represents a local 

minimum in model error. With such a large set of input constants, it is difficult to identify with 

confidence a local minimum as an absolute minimum. Instead the following section will explain 

the selection and rationalization of these constants. 

For the abrasion of faces portion of the model, it is difficult to tie modeled parameters to 

experimental ones especially because of the softening factor applied in Rocky to achieve 

tolerable simulation times. The softening factor allows collision forces to develop more slowly 

and therefore enable a longer time step. Because of this softening factor, simulated normal forces 

generated during collisions are not expected to have much real-world significance. To compare 

the fitted parameters to experimental results, it seems more reasonable to compare the mass 

ejected per collision within the first interval. If one assumes a density of the ejected mass to be 7 

g/cc (just below that of ITO) and the depths and widths of the scratch to be 800 nm and 40 

microns, respectively, the estimated scratch length is on the order of 1 cm. While this is long 

compared to what one might expect, especially from Figure 7.10; however, it is not a wildly 

inappropriate number from a physical perspective.  

For the bulk fracture mass ejected per collision, the expected mass contributing to the -50 

mesh fraction is 0.2 mg or approximately a cube of material with an edge length of 0.58 mm. 

This is not obviously inappropriate value based on physical particle geometries. 

Table C.3 is reproduced below with an additional column representing the edge length 

were the entire mass ejected from the corner rounding to occur in a single, cubic particle. One 

can observe that for the most intense collisions, the expected volume ejected would be equal to a 

cube of 0.4 mm edge length. This represents a relatively large but not physically impossible 

mass. 
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Table C.6 Mass ejected per collision for various energy thresholds presented with the associated 
equivalent cube edge length 

Threshold (J) mi (g/collision) Cube Edge Length (mm) 

1.00E-10 3.20E-10 4.97E-03 

1.50E-09 3.20E-10 4.97E-03 

2.25E-08 3.20E-09 1.07E-02 

3.38E-07 1.92E-07 4.20E-02 

5.06E-06 2.30E-07 4.46E-02 

7.59E-05 2.30E-05 2.07E-01 

1.14E-03 2.30E-04 4.46E-01 

1.71E-02 2.30E-04 4.46E-01 

 

 

The upgrade ratios of all fine particles generated is expected to be larger than one as any 

already exposed surface is more likely to be contained in an ejected particle than the bulk 

material. It was therefore expected that for bulk fracture and corner rounding that the initial 

upgrade ratio be between 1 and 10. Successful fitted parameters were identified within this 

domain. 

 Were experimental trials at scale to continue and identify errors in the model, the first 

breakage mode the author would recommend attempting to alter would be that of delayed 

shredder progeny. A more fundamental measure of flexing contributing to release of pre-broken 

particles based on scrubber geometry may be able to be identified. 
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APPENDIX D. SUPPLEMENTARY ELECTRONIC FILES 

 

Filename: LIB Recycling Market Impact Appendix.xlsx 

Description: Excel model of lithium ion battery and cobalt markets with associated recycling 

impacts as described in Chapter 2. Model outputs can be found on the sheet titled “Dashboard” 

while all other sheets represent model inputs.  

 

Filename: Economic Model Appendix.xlsx 

Description: Excel-based economic model optimizing IRR as described in Chapter 6. Calculation 

of IRR from model inputs proceeds on subsequent sheets from left to right such that sheets at the 

right present the outputs.  

 

 


